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COCOMPACT RADICAL AND APPLICATIONS

BY

L. PUKANSZKY(')

Abstract. The paper gives a necessary and sufficient condition in order

that a connected and simply connnected Lie group with cocompact radical

be of type I. This result is then applied to a characterization of Lie groups,

all irreducible unitary representations of which are completely continuous.

I. INTRODUCTION

Let G be a connected Lie group. In a previous paper [20] we established a

canonical bijection between the underlying set of the primitive ideal space

Prim(C) of the group C* algebra C*(G) of G and the set of all characters of

G or, equivalently, the set of all quasi-equivalence classes of normal repre-

sentations of G (cf. loe. cit., Theorem 1, p. 119). Here we say that a factor

representation T of G is normal (cf. loe. cit., p. 106) if it generates a semifinite

factor such that the range of T, viewed as a representation of C*(G), contains

a nonzero traceable operator with respect to a normal trace on the former. If

$o, the image, by virtue of the quoted bijection, of the quasi-equivalence class

of T is equal to the kernel of T. We recall also that G is of type I if and only

if any of its irreducible unitary representations is normal. In this, and only in

this, case our bijection gives rise to one between Prim(C) and G (= set of all

unitary equivalence classes of irreducible unitary representations of (7). This

being so, the question of the concrete construction of the normal repre-

sentations of G and of a corresponding description, in terms of G and of its

Lie algebra g, of Prim(C7) poses itself in a natural fashion. If G is solvable this

has been completely settled (cf. loe. cit., Theorem 3, p. 134). Extending earlier

investigations by L. Auslander and B. Kostant (cf. [1]), here our theory

associates with each J in Prim(C7) a well-determined geometrical object 0 (J)

("generalized orbit"; cf. [18, Chapter II, p. 512]), constructed by aid of the

coadjoint representation of G acting on a' (= dual of the underlying space of

8), and provides an algorithm to obtain any normal T with ker(T) = J via
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B(J). If the structure of G is sufficiently simple, e.g. if it is nilpotent, the

family of all generalized orbits coincides with the orbit space of the coadjoint

representation, introduced in this context first by A. A. Kirillov. One further

question is, in what way the properties of J in Prim(G) of being of type I or

CCR are reflected by 0 (J). In the solvable case the first problem has already

been answered (cf. [18, Theorem 2, p. 551]), but as to the second, only partial

results are available (cf. [16, Theorem 2, p. Ill]), [17, Theorem, p. 465], and

further below).

The purpose of the present paper is to initiate an extension of these

investigations to arbitrary connected and simply connected Lie groups; we do

this here under the assumption that the radical of g is cocompact. A new

feature, when compared with the solvable case, consists in the fact, otherwise

fully expected from special cases, that only a part of g' is involved in the

construction of the characters (cf. II.2.1). We start by setting up, in general in

a many-to-one fashion, a map from Prim(C7) onto a family of geometrical

objects constructed by the coadjoint representation of G. This permits us to

derive criteria in order that a primitive ideal be of type I (cf. Proposition 2),

which is the principal result of this paper. In this manner, in particular, we

obtain a characterization, in terms of the relevant part of g'/G, of the type I

groups of our class (cf. Theorem 1). This generalizes the analogous result for

the solvable case, obtained by Auslander and Kostant (cf. Corollary loc. cit.).

In order to indicate the nature of the principle according to which the

"relevant" part of g' is singled out, we give some details for the special case

when the radical is nilpotent (cf. Proposition 1); this is of a certain indepen-

dent interest. These results are used in an essential fashion in the proof of

Proposition 2. If some slight additional condition is fulfilled, the "relevant"

elements are those g E g', for which there is a character Xg of the connected

component of the identity (Gg)Q of the stabilizer Gg of g in G, such that

¿Xg = '(slog), where Qg is the subalgebra of g corresponding to (Gg)Q. Let us

denote by W(G) the set of all these elements. Then there is a map, uniquely

determined by some natural conditions (cf. II.2.3, Remark 2), from G onto

W(G)/G which, if G is nilpotent, reduces to the classical Kirillov bijection

between G and g'/(7. In the general case the number, always finite, of the

elements of G, corresponding to the same O = W(G)/G, is to be determined

as follows. If O = Gg, let us set Gg = ker(x¿) and assume first that

Gg c (Gg)0. The exact sequence

>^iGg)0/Gg->Gg/Gg->Gg/(Gg)0->l

defines a central extension by the circle group of the finite group Gg/(Gg)0 =

mx(0). This being so, the number in question is equal to the number of all

irreducible representations of Gg/Gg which, on the circle group, reduce to
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multiples of the identity map of the latter onto itself. If Gg ** (Gf)0 take the

number of elements in the dual of Gg/(Gg)0. Conversely, given a central

extension, by the circle group, of an arbitrary finite group, there is a group G

of our class and a g E W(G) such that the above sequence is isomorphic to

the given one.

In Chapter III we apply the results of Chapter II to obtain a description of

all connected and simply connected CCR Lie groups, In spite of some

artificiality in the question, we believe that the answer offered here can serve

to further illustrate the amount of information one can derive from the orbit

picture. We recall that G admits the quoted property if, given a right invariant

Haar measure da on G, for any irreducible representation T and for any

continuous function <p of compact support the operator fG<p(a) • T(a) • da is

completely continuous. This has been known for some time to be the case if

G is either semisimple (Harish-Chandra) or nilpotent (J. Dixmier). On the

other hand, among solvable Lie groups already the affine group of the real

line fails to have this property. Combining the results quoted above of

Auslander and Kostant with those of C. C. Moore (cf. [2, Chapter VJ), one

can state in this case simple necessary and sufficient conditions in terms of

q'/G, in order that G be CCR (cf. Corollary, III.3 below); we shall do the
same for a general G (cf. loe. cit. Theorem 2). Other classes of groups have

been investigated with respect to the CCR property by R. Lipsman (cf. [12]).

If G is CCR then, in particular, Prim(C7) must be a Tx space. The latter

property can be expressed equivalently in terms of several others (cf. Propo-

sition 3); part of this has been obtained independently by C. C. Moore and J.

Rosenberg (cf. [14]). In particular, the condition that the radical be cocom-

pact practically imposes itself in this context (cf. loe. cit. (i) <=> (iv)). Another

of these properties is provided by the concept of a generalized completely

continuous representation. This is a normal representation, T say, such that

T(C*(G)) is composed of operators which are traceable with respect to some

normal trace. If T is irreducible, it admits this property if and only if

T(C*(G)) is composed of completely continuous operators in the classical

sense. To say that G is CCR is equivalent to requiring that it be of type I and

that any of its normal representations be a generalized completely continuous

one. In this manner Theorem 2, providing a description of all such groups in

terms of q'/G, will be derived by combining Theorem 1 and Proposition 3,

which give analogous characterizations, respectively, for each of these

properties.

Observe that the first two sections of Chapter III leading to the proof of

Proposition 3 are essentially independent of Chapter II.

The reader is assumed to be familiar with the basic results of G. W.

Mackey's theory of induced representations (cf. [13]), which we shall often
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use without spécial reference. General assumptions and notational

conventions are collected in the Appendix. We shall refer to it by A +

number of the relevant section.

II. UNITARY REPRESENTATIONS OF LIE GROUPS WITH
A COCOMPACT RADICAL

The principal result of this chapter is Proposition 2, which provides a

characterization in terms of the orbits of the coadjoint representation of the

primitive ideals of type I of a connected Lie group, the Lie algebra of which

satisfies the condition in the title of this paper. In the first section we have

collected some preparatory material drawn mostly from the paper [8] of M.

Duflo. In §2 we first give the definition of admissibility (cf. 2.1), which singles

out the orbits relevant for the representation theory. Next (cf. 2.3), confining

ourselves to groups with cocompact and nilpotent radical, we exhibit a

canonical surjection from the dual of our group onto the collection of

admissible orbits (cf. Lemma 6 and Proposition 1 loc. cit.); in the nilpotent

case this map coincides with the Kirillov isomorphism. A primitive ideal J is

of type I if and only if the action of our group on a space, depending on J, is

smooth, and if a certain integer associated with J is finite (cf. [20, Proposition

3, (1) and (2), respectively, p. 111]). We find the expression in terms of the

coadjoint representation of these conditions, respectively, in the last two

sections.

1. In this section G can be an arbitrary connected Lie group; we denote its

Lie algebra by g.

1.1.(a) For the details of the constructions, due to M. Duflo, sketched in the

sequel, cf. [8, p. 106]. Let n be the nilradical of g and / a nonzero element,

which we keep fixed, of n' (= dual of the underlying space of n). Let us set

b = n/ny (A.l); b carries a nondegenerate skewsymmetric bilinear form B

obtained, through passage to quotient, from the map (/,, ¡¿) -> ([/,, l2], f)

(/„ l2 E n). If dim(b) > 0, since mx(Sp(B)) is isomorphic to an infinite cyclic

group, Sp(B) admits a well-determined double covering which we denote by

Mp(B). If dim(b) = 0 the latter will stand for the cyclic group of order two.

We write t for the canonical morphism of Mp(B) onto Sp(5) and e for the

element, different from the unity, of Mp(B) for which t(c) is equal to the

unity of Sp(B). If a E G¡ we denote by j(d) the operator, corresponding to

Ad(a)|n, on b = nfxif, clearly we have j(a) E Sp(5). This being so, we define

S as the subgroup of Bf X Mp(B) composed of all pairs (a, a') for which

j(a) => r(a'). Puttingp((a, a')) = a, (§,p) is a twofold covering of Gf.

(b) Given a E§ and n E N (N = exp(n) c G; cf. A.4), we put a(n) =

p(a)n(p(a))~ ', and define the semidirect product of topological groups

M = § Xj N through the law of composition (a, ri)(b, m) = (ab, b~x(ri)m).
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Let it be a concrete irreducible unitary representation of N belonging, in the

sense of Kirillov, to the orbit Nf c n' (cf. e.g. [18, pp. 494-495]). The
following facts are fundamental for the rest of this paper (cf. [8, Théorème

6.1, p. 107]; for some details also see the proof of Lemma 1 below). There is a

canonical choice of a unitary representation W of M on H (if) (cf. A.2) such

that: (1) W\N = it (2) Let us put 91 = p (Nf) and write <pf for the character

of 9t determined by ckpf = i(f\nf) and <pf(e) = -1. Then ifV** W\§,

V(n) =~vjñ)ir{p(n))       (n E 91)

(cf. loe. cit., Lemme 5.2 and Lemme 5.5, pp. 104-105).

(c) In the following we reproduce a classical construction, due to Mackey,

in a manner adapted to the context of (d) below. For it E Ñ we denote by the

same letter a concrete representation of this class, and by If the set of all

projective extensions of it to <7„ (for the notions employed, cf. e.g. [2, Chapter

I, §4, p. 18]). (1) Let p be an element of S and a the corresponding extension

cocycle. We write ©(5) for the group defined on the set G„ X T (T = circle

group) by the law of composition (a, u)(b, v) = (ab, a(a, b)uv) (a, b E Gv;

u,vET). We define the unitary representation p of @(p) by p((a, u)) =

p(a)u. We also write T for {(e, u); uETJc ©(p) (e = unity). Finally, let q

be the projection onto G„. (2) Assume p¿ E 'S; we put ©, = @(py) and

distinguish notions, relative to p,, by the corresponding subscript (jr = 1, 2).

There is a unique measurable map g: GV-*T such that p2(a) =g(a)px(a)

(a G G,); putting

(ôg)(a, b) = g(ab)/g(a)g(b)       (a, b G G„),

we have then a2 = 8g • a,. This being so, there is an isomorphism q>2x of ©,

onto ©2 uniquely determined by the properties: (a)<p2x\T is the identity map

onto T c ©2; (ß)a2 ° «ï>2i = Qi> (y)P2 ° 9n = Pi- One sees at once tnat with

the previous notations we have <p2i((a, u)) = (a, g(a)u). Observe that if p7 G

'S (j = 1,2, 3), evidently <p31 = <p32 » <p21. (3) Let H be the direct product of

groups np6g©(p), and p(o) the projection //^©(p). Given pj E & we write

Pj — p(pj) (J «■ I, 2). We denote by G£ the set of all elements s of H for which

^(.PiC*)) = Piis) f°r all (p„ P2) G 5" X 'S. Gf, is a subgroup of H and, for

any p G 'S, q(p) = p(p)\Gf, is an isomorphism of G£ onto @(p). (4) We recall

(cf. loe. cit., p. 24) that ©(p) carries the structure of a locally compact group

uniquely determined by the condition that the product of a Haar measure on

Gv and on T, respectively, be of the same kind on @(p). We endow G¿ with a

similar structure by requiring that q(p) be an isomorphism of topological

groups. Observe that this definition is independent of the choice of p G 'S. In

fact, if qj — q(pj) (p, G 'S forj = 1,2), then q2 » q , = tp2I is clearly a Borel

isomorphism ©(p,) -* ®(p2), and thus also an isomorphism of the underlying

topological groups (cf. loe. cit., Proposition 3.3, p. 14). (5) Again let a be the
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extension cocycle corresponding to p G f. Since a(am, bri) s a(a, b) (a, b

E Gf,; m,n E N), and the projection (a, u) h» a is continuous (cf. loe. cit., p.

24), the set {(n, u); n E N, u E T} is a closed invariant subgroup of ®(p). We

also have, with the previous notations, <p2I((/i, u)) = (n, u) E ©(P2), and hence

there is a unique injection 1: N X T -» Gf, such that q(p) ° i is the identity

map for all p £ ?F. Below we shall often simply write N for i(N) c G¿. In

this manner, if 4> is the canonical homomorphism from G¿ onto 3D? = G¿/N,

we have the exact sequence

l^N-^G^Tt^rl.

(d) Let / G n' and tt G JV be as in (b). We recall that G„ = Gf-N (cf. e.g.

[18, Lemma 5.1, p. 497]). We denote by m' E € a projective extension of m to

G„ (cf. A.2) and by a the corresponding cocycle. Since for any a G S and

n G N we have

k^M»)^"1) = *(*(«)) = 7r'(p(a)M«)iy(p («)))*,

there is a unique measurable map A:: § -> T (= circle group) such that

K(a) = k(a)m'(p(a))       (a G @).

One verifies at once that a(p(a),p(b)) = (8k)(a, b) (a, b G S) and therefore,

since k(e) = —1 (cf. (b)), the map tj: @-»G(V) defined by r/(a) =

(p(a), k(a)) is an injective homomorphism. If py G *$ and rj, is analogous to rj

above (j =■ 1, 2), we have tj2 ■■ <p2i ° Vi- Hence there is an injective

homomorphism y: § -> G? uniquely determined by the condition that

q(p) o y = rj for all p G S7. Putting 91 = kericpy) (cf. (b)), we are going to

show that ker($ ° y) = %. To this end it is enough to observe that if k and m'

are as above, by V(ri) =tpj(n)m(p(ri)) (n E %) (cf. (b) end) we have

k(ri) =<f)j(ri). Therefore the conditions p (a) E N and k(d) = 1 (a G §) are

equivalent to a E %. Let us define finally h: G¿-*Gn by h(s) ■» a if

9(pXs) = (û, m) G ©(p) (p G 5). Denoting by./ the canonical homomorphism

§ -» § /%, by y(ö)A^ ■ G; we have the diagram

>2R=G*//V

where / is an isomorphism onto and incl. signifies inclusion.

(e) Later we shall make repeated use of the following obvious implication

of the previous considerations. Let us assume that G is contained as closed

invariant subgroup in the (say) connected Lie group ©, and suppose a G Gf.
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§ and Gf, being contained as invariant subgroups in the corresponding

objects constructed with respect to ©, a induces the automorphism £' of §

and tj' of Gf,. Clearly ¿"(91) = 91 and r[(N) = N, and thus we can define

automorphisms f and tj of SK such that £ ° V = £' and 77 ° $ = tj'. This being

so, we have $ = rj.

1.2. In the following we shall consider g, n and their complexifications as

left Aut(G) modules via the adjoint representation, and g', n', etc. as Aut(G)

modules with respect to the contragredient action. Let a be some fixed

element of Aut(t7). Suppose that irx is an irreducible unitary representation of

N corresponding to the orbit Nfx c n'; then if f2 = a/„ 7t2 = airx (A3) will

belong to Nf2 c n' (cf. e.g. [18, p. 497, Remark 4.1]). Let Mp Wj be the objects

belonging to fj and w, (J = 1, 2) as introduced in 1.1(b).

Lemma 1. With the above notations there is a canonical isomorphism ß of Mx

onto M2 such that W2 - ßWx.

Proof, (a) We start by defining an isomorphism ß of §x onto §2; for

unexplained notations cf. 1.1(a) above. Let us write Gp ny for Gf and nf if

f-fj respectively (J = 1, 2). We have, evidently, a(Gx) = G2, a(rt) = n, and

hence also a(n,) = n2. If dxmfpj) = 0, by definition %j is direct product of Gj

and of a cyclic group of order 2 (j' = 1, 2). If (a, a') G S, we define

ß((a, a')) = (a(a), a'). Assume next that dim(t>y) > 0. By going to the

quotients we obtain from n 3 I h» al an isomorphism w from b, = n/n] onto

t>2 = n/n2» which makes Bx and B2 correspond to each other, and thus gives

rise to an isomorphism /: Sp(5,) -* Sp(B^). Since 7r,(Sp(5,)) ~ Z (j = 1, 2),

there is a well-determined isomorphism v: Mp(Bx)-*Mp(B2) such that

/' » t, = t2 » v. Since clearly i °jx = j2 ° (a|C7,), if (a, a') E @x (which by

definition is equivalent toy,(a) = t,(û')), then we also have (a(a), v(a')) E

%2. Thus there is an isomorphism ß: §x->§2 such that ß((a,a')) =

(a(a), v(ar)). This admits a unique extension to a morphism ß: Mx -» M2

through the condition ß\N = a\N.

(b) We shall complete the proof of our lemma by showing that, with ß

defined as above in (a), we have W2 = ßWx; for this it will clearly suffice to

prove V2 ** ßVx. Using the notations of 1.1(b), we recall the construction of

V as follows (cf. [8, p. 107]; for the notations concerning holomorphic

induction of unitary representations of nilpotent groups cf. [18, p. 494, f]). (1)

For b => pol(f) let us put ^ = Ind(b,f). Since ir^ ~ n (A.2), there is a unitary

map W: H (it) -» H^ (A.2) such that W~\W' ** ir. Suppose now that s is

fixed in Gf. There is an b = pol(/) such that sh = b, and we have a canonical

construction of a unitary operator U(b), depending on s, acting on H (it,) (for

the latter also see (c) below). This being so, the crucial fact is that W~l- U(h)

• W is independent of the particular choice of h as just specified; we denote it by
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U(s). Summing up, this procedure defines a function from Gj with values in

the unitary group of H(m). (2) For any fixed b G Sp(B) there is, with respect

to B, a maximal self-orthogonal and positive subspace m c bc such that

bm ■» m. Then the number arg(det(6|bc/m)) does not depend on the particu-

lar choice of m as just described; let us denote it by 8(b). There is a unique,

complex-valued C° function tj on Mp(5) such that

(l('))2= *(*(*))     0eMP(2?))

and ij(e) — — 1. This being so, writing t for the projection § -» Mp(5), we

have

V(a) = v(t(a-x))U(p(a))      {a G S).

Returning to the notations of (a) above, by what we have just seen, to

complete our proof it is enough to establish that (1) if s E G, and s2 ~ a(sx)

G G2, then Ux(sx) = U^sJ; (2) r¡2 ° v = tj,. These points will be dealt with,

respectively, in (c) and (d) below.

(c) (1) For some/ G n' take b = pol(/); then ir6 = lnd(b,f) is constructed

as follows (cf. [18, proof of Lemma 5.2, p. 498]). Let us set d = h n n,

D - exp(d) c N (A.4) and let X/ be the element of X(D) (A.5) satisfying

¿Xf m i(f\d). We also write e - n n (b + b), E = exp(e) c N, H * exp(íj) C

Nc and observe that HE is open in Ec c Nc. Let X/ be a continuous

morphism of H into C such that d*x/ = '(/!&)• Finally, let do be a positive

invariant measure on D\N. We now consider the family % of all

measurable functions on N satisfying the following conditions: (a) g(dx) =

X/(d)-8(x) (d E D, x E N), (ß) JD^N\8(x)\2■ dv(p) < +00, (y) for any

fixed b in N the map hk \~* xf(h)8(kl>) is holomorphic on HE. This being so,

we obtain H(m¿) by dividing % through the variety of elements of vanishing

norm, and m^a) arises out of translation on the right by a E N. (2) Assume

that s E Gj and that above we have sb = b. Then for an appropriately fixed

constant k > 0, the map g(x) \-+k- g(s~x'xs) defines an isometry of %

onto itself, giving rise to U(b) on H(mh) (cf. (b) above). (3) With notations as

in (a) assume that j, G G, and that f>i = pol(/i) satisfies sxbx = bx. If i2 =

a(sx) and b2 = a(bx) we have b2 — pol(/2) and s2b2 = b2. Denoting by y the

diffeomorphism DX\N-*D2\N determined by y(Dxx) = D2a(x), suppose

that o2 = y^(vx). Let us write m} = m^ if b = bj (j « 1, 2), respectively. One

easily verifies that the correspondence g(x) \-> g( a (x)) takes Hx onto H2,

giving rise to a unitary map T: H(mx) -» //(ttJ verifying

T(ctmx)T-x - m2   and   TU(bx)T~x = U(b2).

From here we prove that Ux(sx) — U^s-) (cf. the end of (b) above) as follows.

Let V: H(m) -> H(mx) be the unitary map such that VmV~l = mx, and let us

put W = TV. By what we have just said W(am)W~x = m2 and, therefore, by
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definition, U2(s2) = W~x • U(b2)W. But the right-hand side is equal to

V~lU(bx)V — Ux(sx), completing the proof of our statement.

(d) Let us write F = r¡2 ° v; evidently F is a C00, complex-valued function

on Mp(5,) such that F(e) = -1. In this manner, by what we said in (b), it is

enough to show that

(f(,))25i,(T,(i))       (SGMp(2?,))

Let sx be fixed in Mp(5,). If m, c (»,)c is maximal self-orthogonal and

positive with respect to 5„ then m2 = w(mx) c (b2)c will be of the same kind

in relation to B2. If, in addition, we have T,(i,)(m,) = m2 then, putting

s2 — v(sx), we shall have also ^(sjimx) = m2. In this manner we conclude

that

(F(sx)f= (r,2(i2))2= 82(r2(s2)) = arg^et^t^O^M))

= arg(det(sx\(vx)c/mx)) = 5, (sx),

completing the proof of Lemma 1.   Q.E.D.

2.1. Let G be a connected Lie group with the Lie algebra g, and g a fixed

element of g'. We write/= g\n, assume f¥= 0 and consider, as in 1.1(a), the

group @. It acts, viap(§) = G¡, on g' and thus, forming §g (A.l), we can

observe that ((§g)o>p) provides a covering, of a degree not exceeding two, of

(Gg)Q (A.6). With these notations we introduce the following

Definition. We call the element g G g' admissible if and only if there is a

XV G X((Sg)0) (A.5) such that dx, - i(g¡Qg) and, if e G (@g)Q then Xg(e) -
-1.

We denote by W(G) the set of all admissible elements of g'. One easily

verifies (cf. (a), proof of Lemma 1) that W(G) is invariant under Ad(G).

To clarify the content of the above definition, we consider two special

cases.

(1) Assume first that G is compact. We start by recalling, that in this case

Gg is always connected. In fact, since g = [g, q] + g1* we have G = [G, G] • G*1

(A.7) and thus we can suppose that g is semisimple. We identify g to g' by

aid of the Killing form. If a G G and A' G g, we have aX ** X if and only if a

commutes with the closure T of {exp(rA'); t G R}. Hence the desired conc-

lusion follows from the existence of a maximal torus containing both a and T

(cf. e.g. [22, 3.9.4, p. 72]). Since $ - n, we have nf = n, and thus ((G^p) is a

simple covering of Gg. Summing up, // G is compact, W(G) is composed of all

those elements g of g' for which there is a Xg G X(Gg) satisfying d\g — i(g\üg).

(2) Suppose next that G is a simply connected solvable Lie group. We claim

that then W(G) — q'. To show this let us recall that any connected subgroup

of G is closed and simply connected. This implies first that ((§g)o,p) is a

simple covering of (Gg)0, and next, by the same token, that Xg G X((§g)¿), as
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required in the definition, exists for all g G g'.

2.2. The following lemma will often be used in the sequel. Its

demonstration is close to that of [18, Lemma 6.1, p. 500].

Lemma 2. Let G be a connected Lie group with the Lie algebra g, m an ideal

of q and M the corresponding connected analytic subgroup. For some fixed

g G g' we put h - g|m and qx « m + gA. Then we have (Mh)Qg = g + q^.

Proof, (a) We start by observing that if n is an integer not smaller than

two and {!/, 1 < j < n) c mh, then /, • l2 • • • l„g «■ 0. In fact, writing v for

the left-hand side, we have for an arbitrary / G g: (/, v) = ([/„, k], g), where

k Em. Hence, to obtain the desired conclusion it is enough to note that / G g

belongs to gA if and only if ([«, /], g) = 0 for all « in m. We conclude from

this at once that (Mh)0g «■ g + mh • g. Since mhg is clearly orthogonal to

m + g* = Qx we infer that also (Mh)0g C g + g^.

(b) By the preceding, to complete our proof it suffices to show that

dim(gAL ) = dim(mA • g). But here the right-hand side is equal to dim(mA) -

dim(mg), while on the left we have dim(g) — dim(gx). Since dim(gx) = dim(m)

+ dim(gA) - dim(mA), it is enough to remark that dim(gA) = dim(g) -

dim(m) + dim(me).     Q.E.D.
2.3. In this subsection b will denote a Lie algebra, the radical of which is

nilpotent and, at the same time, cocompact. The principal result here is

Proposition 1 which, because of its intrinsic interest, provides somewhat more

than needed in the sequel (for this Lemma 6 would suffice). Let us put

L = exp(o) (A.4). If O^f En', we can form, as in 1.1(d), but now with

respect to L, the diagram

e   -L->.£/&

t
r

Lw +=--h-L%-> e(- L'JM)

Observe that by virtue of our assumption S is compact. In fact, it is an

extension, by the circle group ¥(9t) « % (c S1*), of £/9l; but the latter is

isomorphic to Lj/Nj — Lv/N, which is compact since L/N is. We set

S0 - 3 - exp(a) (A.4, A.6).

Lemma 3. With the previous notations and assumptions suppose that h G b' is

inch

*
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such that h\n = f ¥= 0. Let us write h\bf = 8^(k) (k E a')- Then h belongs to

W(L) if and only ific belongs to W(g).

Proof. A. We assume first that h E W(L). We recall that by the

Definition of 2.1 this is equivalent to the existence of xj, G X((th)¿) such that

dxh — i(h\bh), and if e G (£A)0 then also x*(£) = — 1. By what we said in the

first example loc. cit., to prove that then k G W($) we have to exhibit a

character Xc G X(SK) satisfying ¿Xc " í(k\ik)-

(a) Setting ¥ (3J ** 91L d 91 and />(91t) » M - exp(m) (A.4) we claim

that 91L = (£A)0 • 91. In fact, to this end it is enough to show that M = (Lh)0

• Nf. But (1) by h\bf = 8^(k), we have

p( * (2«)) = {ME Lf, ah\bf - %}.

Let us write b# = n + bf. If a belongs to the previous set we obviously have

ah\\ ** h\b9. Hence, by Lemma 2 there is an n E Nf such that ah** nh

implying a G Lh • Nf. Conversely, we can infer from this relation that ah G h

+ b¿- and thus ah\bf ** h\bf. Summing up, we have just proved that

/>(* (Sj) = Vty.

Observe that this implies m = bh + nf. (2) Both now and later we repeatedly

use the following statement, the verification of which we leave to the reader.

Suppose that $$ is a closed subgroup of ß containing % = ¥(91). Then we have

p( ¥ (®))0. Since 3« = (2K)o> usmg 0) we conclude by aid of the quoted

statement that

M - p( * (3j) -(/>(* (Sj))o= (L„Nf)0= (Lh)^}.

(b) We want to show next that there is a x G X(^t) such that xl(£/,)o = X*

and x|9l = <py (for the latter cf. 1.1(b)). To this end it suffices to prove that

the restrictions of Xh ana" °f 9/> respectively, to (£A)0 n 91 coincide. But we

clearly have (£A)0 n 91q ** exp(nA) c £ (A.4) and, therefore, if the former

subgroup is larger it is equal to exp(nA) u e • exp(nA). In this manner the

desired conclusion follows from ¿XaK = '(/K) " <%!"*» aRd ^at if e G

(£A)0 then x,(«) «■ -1 - çy(e). Observe that dx = i(h\m).

Since ker(x) Ç 91 = ker(¥), there is an a G X(SK) such that w ° (¥|91t)

** x- To complete our proof that k G W(3), it is enough to show that

du = í(k\ík). If iK 3 v = d^(u) (u G m), we have w(exp(u)) = x(exp(«)) -

exp[i(w, h)] which, by h\bj = 8^(k), coincides with exp[/'(u, it)].

B. Let us assume now that k G W(3). Putting x = X, ° 0*1911) G ̂ (911),

we again have dx = i(h\m). Observe that x|9L = <pf. In fact, since d{x\%¡) m
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'(/l«/) " d(9f\%>)> the desired conclusion follows from ker(x) Q 9L. Hence,

in particular, x(«) "* <P/(E) m —I. Writing \b = xI(^a)o» we therefore have,

ety » i(h\bj) and also, if e G (£A)0, \p(e) = -1, completing the proof that

h E W(L), since \p satisfies the conditions placed on Xt, by the Definition of

2.1.   Q.E.D.
The following lemma is inspired by [11]; cf., in particular, pp. 205-206, loc.

cit. The map 5 introduced here can be shown to be the "classical" one; for

instance, the character of p G G admits a simple integral expression by aid of

a translate of 8(p) (for the semisimple case cf. e.g. [15, Proposition 1, p. 259]).

This is what we intend to express by the adjective "canonical".

Lemma 4. Assume that G is a compact, connected Lie group. There exists a

canonical bijection 8, equivariant with respect to Aut(G), from the dual of G

onto W(G)/G.

Proof, (a) Let g be the Lie algebra of G. We set j = q* (A.7) and

8i = [ö. g]- The latter is a compact Lie algebra and g is equal to the direct

sum g | + 3. We select a maximal abelian subalgebra a of g to be kept fixed

until further notice, and write a, = a n Qx. Let us put f) = ac and hi ™ (<ï|)c-

We fix a Weyl chamber P in iax c ft, and denote by fy'(c b\) the set of the

dominant integral functions corresponding to P. Let us write

rc = {/; / G o, exp(/) = unity},

and

<3) ={A; A G b', A(TG) C 2miZ, A|fj, G <$'}.

This being so, we recall that there exists a canonical bijection between G and tf)

(cf. [22, 4.6.12, p. 98]). Let us denote by g', and 3' the annihilator with respect

to the canonical bilinear form on g X g' of 3 and g, respectively; we then

have the direct sum representation g' = g', + 3'. We shall identify g' to g by

aid of the Killing form on the latter. Now let p be an element of G and A the

corresponding linear form in ^. We define g G g' by the condition that

A(z) = i(z, g) (z G 3) and g|g, = X, where A G a, is determined by A(a) 2

iB(a, X) (a G a,). Observe that in this fashion A(a) = i(a,g) (a G 0). We

next show that g E g', as just defined, belongs to W(G). To this end let us

first put exp(a) = T (A.4); T is a maximal torus in G. Next we remark that,

by A G 6Î), given y G Tc, (y, g) is of the form 2mm, where m is an integer.

From this we conclude that there is a xE X(T) (A.5) such that d\ = i(g\o)

or g|o G W(T). We claim this implies g E W(G). Since Gg is connected, to

prove this we can evidently assume Gg — G; observe that this is equivalent to

g|g, - 0. Let us write G, = exp(g,) (=[G,G]), Z = exp(a) (= (Gk)¿) and

T, ■ expía,). Since T = Tx- Z, and Tx is a maximal torus in G,, we have

C,nr= r,(G, nZ)= r„ implying that x|(G, n T) = 1. Since G = Gx-
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T, there is a cp G X(G) such that <p| T = x» <p|G, = 1, whence clearly dx = ig,

proving that g G W(G). Summing up, given p G G, the above procedure

assigns to it a well-determined element g E W(G). We define 8: G-*

W(G)/G by 8(p) = Gg. (b) Let us assume next that the elements py (j = 1,

2) of G are such that 8(px) = Sip^; we claim that then p, = p2. We shall

distinguish the objects, introduced as in (a) above, relative to p¡ by the index

j — 1, 2; we have to show that A, ■ A2. Our assumption implies that there is

an a G G such that X2 =•= aXx. We claim that one can assume that at the same

time aa = a. In fact, let us put h = X2 and h — aa. Since a and b are maximal

abelian in gA (A.1), there is an s G GA such that a = sb (cf. e.g. [22, 3.6.11,

(4), p. 63]). Setting k = sa we then have kXx ■ X2 (= h) and ka = o. In this

manner we can assume that aA2 = A,. Let us write Aj = Aj\bx (j = 1, 2).

Then A', and A2 differ by an action of the Weyl group and thus, being

dominant integral, A', = A2. But by b = h, + fc this implies A, = A2 and

p, = p2. Summing up, by what we have just seen, 5 is an injection G -»

W(G)/G. (c) We prove next that 5 is surjective. Let G G W(G)/G be given.

We can choose g G O such that gg 2 o and that i(g\a) G P (cf. (a)). Then

defining A G b' by A(a) = i(a, g) (a G a), it suffices to show that A G <$. By

g E W(G) we have g|o G W(T) and thus clearly (y, g) G 2ir ■ Z (y G Tc)

implying that A(TC) c 2mi • Z. Denoting by or,, a2,..., ar the system of

simple roots corresponding to P we set //, = Ha/a(Ha) if a == a} (1 < j <

r). To conclude our proof it is enough to establish that A|A, G eD' or that

A(Hj) is a nonnegative integer. Since i'(g|a,) G P, we have A(HJ) > 0. Hence

to arrive at the desired conclusion it suffices to recall that 2mi(ZHx + ZH2

+ • • • + ZHr) c rc (cf. [22, 4.6.7, p. 96]). Thus 5 is a bijection G-*

W(G)/G. (d) To complete the proof of our lemma, let us first note that the

map 8 is independent of the particular choice of the maximal abelian subalgebra

a in q. In fact, let b be a second one of this kind; we can assume that b = sa

(s E G). If, for a given p G G, A and A' are the corresponding linear forms,

as in (a), on ac and bc, respectively, we have A' = s A. Let g and g' be the

elements of g' obtained, starting from, respectively, A and A', as in (a), via,

respectively, a and b. We finish the proof of our assertion by showing that

g' = sg. But, by construction, for all / in b:

/(/, g') = A'(l) = A(s~xl) m i(s~xl,g) = i(l,sg)

or (Ag') — (A s8) (I e °)> whence the desired conclusion follows by recalling

that g'|g„ sg|g, G b, (bx = b r\ g,). (e) Let us prove finally that 8 is

equivariant with respect to Aut(G). If a G Aut(G), a maximal abelian in g,

and if g G 8(p) corresponds to it as in (a), the reasoning of (d) shows that

ag E 8(ap), and thus

8(ap) = Gag = a(Gg) = a(8(p)),
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completing the proof of Lemma 4.   Q.E.D.

The following lemma provides an analogue for the statements summarized

in 1.1(b) assuming that N, loc. cit., is replaced by some connected, invariant

compact subgroup. Since here we do not need the analogue of Lemma 1, we

can formulate our statement somewhat more simply.

In the following, -üí will denote a locally compact group, 3 ■ exp(a) (A.4) a

fixed connected, invariant and compact Lie subgroup of 2)?. For a nontrivial

a in 3 we fix a k G 8 (o) c W(S) (cf. Lemma 4).

Lemma 5. With the previous notations there is a continuous unitary represen-

tation VofmK on H(o) (A.1, A.2) such that

(1) V(a)o(z)V(a-x) = o(aza-x)       (zE%,aE SRJ,

(2) V(z)=x7z)o(z)     (zE3K).

Proof. This is a simple implication of the Borel-Weil theorem. The

following brief summary of its relevant part is organized in analogy with the

nilpotent theory (cf. the proof of Lemma 1, in particular (c), loc. cit.); for

more details, cf. [22, Chapter 6, in particular, 6.3 (p. 153)]. We now write

9 ■ [a. 8] and identify g' to g by aid of the Killing form. Let a c fl, be a
maximal abelian subalgebra and, setting bx = ac and X =* k|û (\ G û), we

select a Weyl chamber Fcwc Í), such that iX G P. We denote by A+ (A_)

the corresponding set of positive (resp. negative) roots and put A = A+ u A_;

So c 0c stands for the root space of a G A. Setting % =* {a; a G A, a{X) =*

0}, we have, evidently, (gx)c = b, + 2aeg-o0a. Let us observe next that if

f+ =Ja; a G A, a(X) > 0}, we have S+ c A+. In fact, if a G A_ then, by

iX G P, a(iX) < 0. Thus m = 2„e^+0a is a nilpotent subalgebra of 8e

Furthermore, if a G % and ß G S+, we have clearly a + ß E S+; therefore

[m, (gA)c] C m and b2 = (gx) + m is a subalgebra. Let us set 6 ■ b2 + (i^)c

and write H = exp(b) c Zc (A.4). There is a holomorphic character, to be

denoted again by x,, of H satisfying ¿x* = >(K\fy- Also, one can show that

H n 3 = 3ic- Therefore if/is a complex-valued function on 3 satisfying, for

any :6 3, and x G %,f(zx) = Xk(z)f(x)>tnerc is a well-defined function F

on the open subset HQ of 3C> such that F(hx) = X*W/(*) (h E H, x E 3).
This being said, let us denote by % the linear space of all those functions/as

above, for which F, as just defined, is holomorphic on HS- Then dim(9C) <

+ oo, and the representation of 3» corresponding to translations on the right of

elements of%,is equivalent to a. From here we prove our lemma as follows.

Suppose that t G Aut(3) is such that tk ** k. We claim that this implies

r(b) = b- To this end it evidently suffices to show that riftf) ** b2. Our

assumption at once yields tX = X, and thus we can write

t(í)2) - (8a)c+   2  0a.
«6Í'
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where f n % = 0. Therefore it is enough to prove <5' Q S+. If B is the

Killing form and h E b2, then iB([h, h], X) > 0; but then the same is also

valid for h E t(íj2). Since clearly t(3k) = SK and tx» ■ Xk (A.3), we conclude

that the map/(x) \-*f(T(x)) transforms % into itself. Let do be an invariant

measure on 3« \ 3» then the said substitution leaves the unitary metric,

defined on % by fS\S\f(x)\2 • do, invariant. In this manner, to obtain the

unitary representation V, appearing in the statement of our lemma, of 3fiK on

H(o), it suffices to define for a E WlK,f E %: (V(a)f)(x)=f(a-lxa) (x G

3).   Q.E.D.
Remark 1. Given a nontrivial unitary representation (as above) of 3 and a

fixed k G 8(a) c W(&) (A.2), we construct a diagram, analogous to that of

1.1(d), in the following manner. First, replacing G, N and m, loc. cit., through,

respectively Wl, 3 and a (all as above), we form 2Jcj. Next, as in 1.1(c)(5), we

observe that 3 can be canonically identified to an invariant subgroup (to be

denoted again by 3) of Wa. We set T = 2Jc*/3 and write <p for the corre-

sponding canonical homomorphism. We can now define, as in 1.1(d), an

injective homomorphism e: 3KK -» Wa through the following remarks. Let a'

be a projective extension, giving rise to the 3 invariant cocycle a, of o to SDÎ,,

and let us form, similarly as in 1.1(c)(5), the group ©((/)• Next we observe

that if V is as in Lemma 5, there is a unique measurable map k of WlK into the

circle group such that V(a) = k(a)a'(a) (a G WlK). This first implies, as loc.

cit., that a\(ïïlK x SDÎJ = 8k, and thus we can define an injective

homomorphism tj: Wk -» @(a') by rj(a) = (a, k(a)), whence the existence of e

as above again follows as loc. cit. Let us put ¿K ■■ kerfo); since k ¥= 0 this is

a proper subgroup of 3«- Using V(z) =xK(z)a(z) (z G 3K) we next observe

that k(z) =Xc(*) and therefore ker(tp » c) — .&„. Let us also remark that by

Lemma 4 we have 3Iia = 3JlK • Q. In fact, since 8 (a) = 3K, we conclude that if

a G SK: 8(aa) = a8(a) = z3K- 8 being injective, we have ao =■ o if and only

if 8 (ad) = 8(a) » t if û3« = 3k, which is equivalent to a G TiK • 3- This

immediately implies W„ = e(3RK) • 3 and <p(e(3K)) - T. In this manner we

obtain the following diagram:

3Rn«
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where $ is a surjective homomorphism, and the unexplained symbols are to

be interpreted analogously to the diagram of 1.1(d).

Remark 2. From the preceding we can derive the following observation

which is similar to that of 1.1(e). Let us suppose that the group 5ft contains 2ft

and 3 (as before) as closed invariant subgroups. If n G Sft is such that roc = k,

it induces an automorphism HlO of 2ft, (resp. Wa) such that £'(&«) - SK

(resp. tj'(3) Œ 3)- Hence there are automorphisms f and tj of T satisfying

£ ° ip ** ¿", tj ° <p ** tj'. This being said, we have tj = $.

We recall that now b denotes a Lie algebra, the radical of which is nilpotent

and cocompact. If n is nilpotent and N ** exp(n) (A.4), there is a canonical

bijection f, to be quoted as the Kirillov isomorphism, from Ñ onto n'/N,

which is also Aut(A/) equivariant (for this cf. e.g. [18, Remark 4.1, p. 497]).

For the explanation of the adjective "canonical" in the next lemma cf.

Remark 3 below.

Lemma 6. Let us put L ** exp(b). There is a canonical Aut(L) equivariant

surjection tj from L onto W(L)jL such that any tj orbit in L is finite. Ifbis

nilpotent, tj coincides with the Kirillov isomorphism.

Proof. We continue to denote the nilradical of b by n and set N *= exp(n)

CL.

(a) We write F ** {X; X E L, ker(X) D N); F is clearly invariant under

Aut(L). Let us put g ** b/n; by assumption g is compact semisimple. Hence

G - exp(g) (A.4) is compact. There is a canonical identification between g'

and nx c b' and, as one verifies easily, W(G) = W(L) n nx. We denote by

i the canonical homomorphism L-* G. For A G F let us write X ■» a ° i; the

map o h> X is a bijection between G and F c L. With these notations and

identifications let us define tj(X) = 8(à) c W(L) n nx (cf. Lemma 4).

Clearly tj is an Aut(L) equivariant bijection from F onto (W (L) n nx)/L. In

the following we assume that X G L — F.

(b) Let us observe next that the space Ñ/L is countably separated. Since £ is

a homeomorphism from A/ onto n'/N (cf. [4, Theorem, p. 409]), to this end it

is enough to show that any L orbit on n' is closed. By assumption there is a

compact subalgebra b of b such that b is equal to the direct sum of subspaces

b + n. Hence H ** exp(b) (A.4) is compact in L and we also have L ** HN.

Therefore to obtain the desired conclusion, it suffices to recall that any N

orbit on n' is closed (cf. e.g. [18, Proposition 1, p. 153]). From this we infer

that any X G L, when restricted to N, is decomposable over a well-

determined L orbit in Ñ, which we denote by 0(X). Observe that if a G

Aut(L), clearly 0(aX) ** aO(X). Let o(X) c n' be the inverse image of

f (0(X)); then o(aX) ** ao(X). This being said, we shall carry out the sub-

stance of the proof of our lemma in the following steps. We assign to each
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/ G o(X) an Lj orbit e(f) c W(L) (cf. (c) below), and show that if a G

Aut(L), and e, stands for the analogous procedure corresponding to aX, then

ei(af) "" a£if) (cf- (d) below). This being so, tj(a) will be defined by

U/eo(X)C(y)-

(c)(1) Let / be a fixed element of o(X) (f=£ 0) and m G N be such that

Ç(m) = A/; thus 0(X) = Lm c Ñ. Let 77' be a projective extension of m to L,

(A.2); we shall denote by the same symbol the corresponding representation

of Lf, (cf. 1.1(c)). With notations as at the start of 2.3, let us write Xo f°r the

character of % - \p"(9l) (c S11) for which x0 ° (^1^) is the conjugate of the

identity map of the circle group T c Lf, (cf. 1.1(c)) onto itself, and S_, for

the collection of all those elements of S which, on %, are multiples of Xo- If M

is some element of S_,, the representation t = ir' ® (p ° 3>) of L/ is equal to

the identity operator on T; we denote by t~ the corresponding representation

of jL,. We recall that by what we saw in (b) there is a well-determined p as

above such that, writing p = r~, we have X = ind^^ p. (2) We again set

3 = S0 (A.6) and define 3_i analogously to S_,. u|3 gives rise to a (finite) S

orbit, Sex (say), in 3_i- Substituting 3 in place of G in Lemma 4, let us select

an element k in 8(a) c 5'. We claim next that 8^{K)\nf » /|ny. To see this it

suffices to show that xo ° &{%>) - <Pf\%> ici- I-1(b))- This is clear by

observing that, with the notations of 1.1(d), we have ^ = 4> ° y and

(q(m') » y)(n) = (p(n), ^{ñ))       (n E 91).

Since bf n n = nf, from this we conclude that there is an element h of b' such

that h\bf - 5*(k) and A|n = /. (3) Since by Lemma 4 5(a) c ^(3), Lemma

3 implies that h E W(L). (4) We claim that Lfh is well determined by /

(Eo(X)). In fact, if a, G Sa and k, G ô(a,), by S = *(£) there is an s G L7

such that k, «■ jr. Putting bw = n + by, we infer from this that hx\bv = j/»|bw.

By Lemma 2, we have A^A = h + b¿-, whence clearly Lph = L^/i,. Summing

up, we can define the Lj orbit e(f) in If(L) by Ljh, where /ijby = S^k) (as

above) and h |n =/.

(d) For a fixed a E Aut(L) let us put/2 = of; as already observed (cf. (b)

above) in this case/2 G o(X2) (X2 - aA„ A, = A). We also write/, = /and, in

general, shall distinguish notions relative to^ by the index/ = 1, 2. Denoting

by tj the procedure of (c), corresponding to X¡ and fj, we claim that e^/j) =

a(ei(/i))- To simplify notations, if, respectively, m = v, (J « 1, 2) we shall

write Lj = L, andi), = Lf,. Since/2 = a/, and Nfj = f (tt,) we have m2=* amx

and thus ¿2 = a(Lx). Let us put Nj for A/ c /)y (cf. 1.1(c)). (1) Assuming that

ß has the meaning as in Lemma 1 (§ loc. cit. replaced by £) with the

notations of the diagram at the start of 2.3, we claim that there is an

isomorphism u> from Dx onto D2 such that

w(A/, ) = N2,   a ° hx = h2 ° w   and   w ° y, = y2 ° ß.
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In fact, let w', be a projective extension of irl to L„ and let us put ir'2 ** air'x.

Clearly, if § is the cocycle corresponding to irj, we have

$2(a(a),a(b)) = $x(a,b)       (a,b E Lx).

In this fashion, using the notations of 1.1(c), we can define an isomorphism t:

©(iri)-»©^ by r((a, u)) - (a(a), u) (a E Lx, u E T). Putting q} ** q(ir}):

Dj-*®(iTj) (cf. loc. cit.) we write w = q2x ° t ° qx. This is an isomorphism,

depending on a only, of Dx onto D2 and we are going to show that it

possesses all the properties claimed above. Since we clearly have w(A/,) = N2

and a ° A, ** h2 ° w, to this end it is enough to prove that w ° yx ** y2 « ß. As

in 1.1(d), we assume that ky. £,• -» T is determined by

W = %K(Mfl;)) (*y e £,.;/ = 1,2).

Defining tj,: £,-»©(77,-) by tj7(o,) = {pj{ay), kj{ay)) we recall (cf. loc. cit.) that

tj — 1 j ° Vj U — 1> 2). Hence it will suffice to establish that t » tj, = tj2 <> ß.

Let us assume now that a2 =* ß(ax) G ^ Since (t ° Tj,)(a,) = (a(px(ax)),

*i(ai))> (^2 ° ß)(a\) ~ (P2(a2)> ̂2(û2)) an<* (cf- en£* of (a), proof of Lemma 1)

aiPiiai)) -P2(ß(ai)) " Pi(ai)> it will be enough to show that £,(a,) =

^(a^. It is to obtain this conclusion that we use Lemma 1 by observing that

it yields V2(a2) = (ßVx)(ß(ax)) = Vx(ax), whence the result is clear by

v\(P\(aù) — jr2(P2(a2))- (2) We infer from (1) that there is a surjective

isomorphism g: S, -» 22 such that g ° ^, = ty2 ° ß. In fact, by u(Nx) = N2

there is a g of the said kind verifying g » $, = $2 ° u, whence we obtain that

g ° *i = g ° $■ ° v. = $2 ° u ° yx = $2 ° y2 ° ß = ¥2 ° ß,

or that g » Y, = ^2 ° jS, which is the desired conclusion. (3) We recall that

X, = X, X2 = aX, and that, by (c), X, = ind¿ií¿ px. From here we obtain at

once that X2 = indL TZ# p2, where p2 = apx (A.3). We also have (cf. loc. cit.)

Pi = [tt'i ® (u, ° $i)]~ which, by a ° hx — h2 ° u and (2), implies at once

that p2 ** [ir'2 ®(gpx ° $2)]~. (4) As a corollary of the reasoning of Lemma 4,

we have the following result. Suppose that Gj is compact, connected, and that a:

Gx-*G2is an isomorphism onto. Then

a(8x(o))**82(cxo)       (oEGx).

If ft,|3i gives rise to the orbit S,a, c 3i» then gpx\32 corresponds to S2o2,

where a2 — gox. Assume that k, G 8x(ox); by what we have just said this

implies gKx G 82(02). Let us put k2 = gxx and denote by by the Lie algebra of

Lf if / = fj (J = 1, 2). If A G e,(/,) is such that A|b, = 8^x{kx) then, by
*2°i8 = g0Yi (cf. (2)) and p2 ° ß ■= a ° px, we also have A|b2 = 8%^.

Since at the same time A|n = /, and, hence, aA|n ** f2, by what we saw,

respectively, in (c) and (3) above, we conclude that ah G t2(fi), completing

the proof of ejff-f) = a(ex(fx)).
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(e) We infer from our previous discussion that the set Ufeo(\fif) is an L

orbit on b', well determined by X E L — F; we shall denote it by rj(X). Since,

by (c)(3), e(f) C W(L), we have tj(X) G W(L)/L.
(f) Next we prove that tj: L -» W(L)/L, as defined, respectively, in (a) and

(e), is surjective. Suppose that O G W(L)/L; we shall construct X E L with

tj(a) = O. By what we saw in (a) we can assume that 0\n¥= {0}. Hence, if h

is some fixed element in O, and / = h\n, we have / ^ 0. This being so, to

obtain X of the required kind it suffices to reverse the procedure of (c) as

follows. Let k E 3' be such that 5^(k) = h\bf. Since h E W(L), we conclude

by Lemma 3 that k G W(3). Hence, by Lemma 4, there is a o G 3 satisfying

5(a) = 3k. By what we saw in (c)(2) above, we even have a G 3_i- Let

p G S_, be such that, when restricted to 3» it gives rise to the orbit Sa c 3-

We determine m E Ñ (A.2) by £ (m) = Nf and denote by m' a projective

extension of m to L„. We form, similarly as in (c)(1), p = [m' ® (p ° $)]~ and

set X = ind^Ti p. We have X E L and, clearly, t/(a) = O (= Lh).

(g) Let us assume now that r/(X,) = r/fA^. If, in addition, the kernel of at

least one of these representations contains N, we infer from (a) that X, = X2,

since, by (c), ker(X) 25 N implies tj(X) £ nx. We suppose now that Xj G L -

F. Since, for any X G L, rj(X)|n = o(X), our assumption yields that o(X,) =«

o(X2). Let / be a fixed element of either side and suppose that f (m) = Nf.

Then with notations as in (c)(1), we can write X, = ind^ÎL py, where Oj = [m'

®(Pj° 0)]~ (j = 1, 2). Our assumption further entails that u, and u2, when

restricted to 3» give rise to the same orbit Sa c 3_i- Since S/3 is finite, the

collection of all such elements of L is also finite. Summing up, if tj(X,) «■»

tj(X2) = O (say), X, belongs to a finite subset, determined by O, of L.

Evidently, if b is nilpotent tj coincides with the Kirillov isomorphism,

completing the proof of Lemma 6.      Q.E.D.

Remark 3. Let us note that the map tj: L-> W(L)/L of our lemma is

uniquely determined by the following properties: (1) tj|.F = 5 (cf. (a)); (2) if

XEL- F then: (A) ij(X)|n = o(X) (cf. (b)); (B) if/ G o(X), $(m) - Nf and if
we write, as in (c)(1), X = ind^^ p, p = [m' ® (u » <J>)]~, denote by Sa the

orbit of u|3, and take k G 5(a), then there is an A G t/(X) such that h\n=f

and h\bf = 5^(K)Xcf. (c)(2)). In fact, let us put tj, = tj and assume that tj2:

L -» W(L)/L also has the above properties; we are going to prove that

tj, = tj2. It is clear that rjx\F = tj2|F. If X G L - F, we first have, by (2A),

T/,(X)|n = o(X) = Tj2(X)|n. Let / be a fixed element in o(X); note that now

/ 7* 0. Let us assume that a, are elements of 3 in the orbit, well determined by

X and/, of u|3, and that k, G 5(o,) (J = 1, 2). By (2B) there are elements

hj E t¡j(X) such that /j,|n = /and hftf = 5i//(k,) (J = 1, 2). Hence to show that
tj,(X) = tj2(X) it suffices to find an s E Lf with h2 — shx. As in (c)(4) above,

there is a / G L¡ such that k2 = ik, implying thx\bf = h2\bf. Thus also thx\b„ «=»
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^2^ (b„ = n + by). Using Lemma 2 and reasoning as loc. cit. we can

determine n E Nf such that h2 = nthx, and therefore we can take s ** nt E L}.

In the following statement we call an orbit of L on b' admissible if it is

contained in W(L). Let G be some topological group,/: T-*G^ (A.7) an

injection of the circle group T, and Xo the character of j(T) such that Xo °j is

the identity map of T onto itself. We shall call a unitary representation of G,

the restriction of which to j(T) is a multiple of Xo. a class one representation,

and denote by G, the corresponding part of G. Analogously, we write G_x for

the part of G obtained by replacing above x0 through xo (cf. also (c)(1) in the

proof of Lemma 6). Given a set S, below we shall denote by #(S) its

cardinality. Observe that #(G,) ■ #(G_,).

Proposition 1. Suppose that L is a connected and simply connected Lie

group, the Lie algebra b of which is nilpotent and cocompact. Then: (i) There is

a canonical surjection tj, equivariant with respect to Aut(L), from the dual of L

onto the set of all admissible orbits in b'. If L is nilpotent, tj coincides with the

Kirillov isomorphism, (ii) Each admissible orbit O determines an element of

H2(itx(0), T) (to be denoted by [Of) such that if Ais the corresponding central

extension of the fundamental group irx(0) through the circle group, the number

of elements in L, the image of which is O, is equal to the number of class one

elements in the dual of A. In particular, it does not exceed the order of iry(0).

(iii) Assume that E is an arbitrary finite group and a E H2(E, T). There is a

group of our class with an abelian radical and having an admissible orbit O such

thatirx(0) = Eand[0] = a.

Proof. Ad (i). This we have already proved in Lemma 6 and Remark 3. Ad

(ii) Assume that O is a given admissible orbit, (a) If O c nx, by virtue of our

definition of tj (cf. (a), loc. cit.) X G L is well determined by tj(X) «■ O. But at

the same time (cf. (1) in 2.1) if h G O, Lh is connected, (b) We suppose next

that G|n j* {0}. Let A be a fixed element of O and /= A|n; hence /^ 0.

With notations similar to those of (cX2), proof of Lemma 6, we assume k G j'

such that h\bs = 8^(k) and a G 3 with 3>c = 5(a). (1) Let us write & for the

set of all elements of 2 which, when restricted to 3» give rise tothe orbit

ßa c 3« By what we saw in (g) loc. cit., we conclude that #( tj (O)) =

#(&). (2) Let us now replace 2ft by S in the diagram of Remark 1 above. If

% stands for the set of all those elements of 2„ which on 3 are multiples of a,

reasoning as in (c)(1) above, we conclude that #($) = #(T_,) » #(A]). (3)

With notations as in (A), proof of Lemma 3, and setting 911 = ker(x) C 911,

we show next that T — LhN/M. Let us observe at once that by so doing we

shall have settled (ii). In fact, division of T by 91L/9H.~ T will then yield

that

£A9L/(£A)09l = LAV(^)(A/
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which, by Lh n Nf = Nh = (Lh)0 0 Nf, is equal to Lh/(Lh)0 = mx(0). In this

manner A, up to isomorphism well determined by O, turns out to be a central

extension of mx(0) by the circle group. To establish our previous statement,

let us recall first that (cf. loc. cit.) ¥ (SJ = £A9l and thus (cf. Remark 1),

putting p = i¡> o (¥|91t), we get u(£A9l) - t//(SK) = T. Hence it suffices to

show that ker(u) - 9Ït. But this follows at once from ker(^) - 3K and

x = ^ o (^|91t). Before proceeding, we wish to make the following two

comments. (A) Let us set

h - ~PÜLh\) = (£A)0U £(£A)0 and   £A = ker(x|£A).

We claim that if Xh ̂  L we ¿mx? T = £A/£A. In fact, putting »> = \p ° (*|£A)

= u|£A, let us first observe that r(£A) = T. To see this it is enough to show

that ̂ (¥(91)) c K(£A)o)- If « G 91, by x» a£ 1 there is an a G (£A)0 such that

X(n) - x(û) or n =* am (m E 9H), whence iK^i«)) = p(a) G K(£a)q)- On the
other hand, by 911 n £A = £A we have

ker(r) = ker(p) n £A = 9ÎL n £A - ker(x|£A) = £A,

proving our statement. (B) Let us assume that there is a <p G X(£h) such that

^1(^)0 — 1 and cp(e) = -1. We observe that by what we saw in 1.1(a) this is,

in particular, always the case whenever n is abelian. Also our assumption

implies that there is a Xh g x((Lh)¿) with dxn ■ i(h\bh). Putting Lh = kerfo),
one easily verifies that £A/£A = Eh/Lh. Summing up, by what we have just

seen we conclude that if n is abelian, and h G W (L) is such that XäI(La)o * I

Gc = <pA), then T = Lh/Lh. Ad (iii) Let us suppose that £ is a given finite
group and that A satisfies the exact sequence

By what we have just seen, to settle this point it is enough to find an L of our

class for which n is abelian and an A G W(L) with LA/LA = A. (1) We start

by observing that one can assume A c G, where G is semisimple and simply

connected. In fact, to this end it suffices, for instance, to consider a faithful

linear representation of A in SU(n). (2) Next we note that given any closed

subgroup K c G, there is a representation i// of G by orthogonal trans-

formations on a Euclidean space V and a v G V such that G„ = K (A.1). In

fact, for a suitable integer n, there is a regular and G equivariant imbedding/

of G/K into S" c En+i (cf. [22, 5.10.11, p. 143]); hence it suffices to take

y = £"+' and v = f(K). Thus, in particular, we can assume G„ — A. (3)

Putting au in place of 4>(a)u (a G G, u G V) we define

L = {(a, u);aEG,uE Kwith (a, w)(6, v) = (aô, « + av)}.

Writing L = exp(b), G = exp(g) (A.4) we have a direct sum decomposition
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b =» g + n, where n is identifiable to V. Setting, as we can, g' = nx, n' = gx,

we also obtain the G invariant decomposition b' = g' + n'. We identify g to g'

(n to n') by aid of the Killing form B on g X g (resp. orthogonal metric ( , )

on V). (4) Let / G g be such that A„ = (exp(i/); t G R} and exp(f/) - unity

if and only il t**2irn(nE Z). We put A = (l/B(l, I)) + v and claim that

Lh ** ANh. In fact, since / = h\n ** v, we first have Lf ** AN. On the other

hand, by A<, = A*1, for any 8 E A: 81 = / and hence A c Lh. In this fashion

Lf, ** (Lf)h = ANh. (5) We observe next that A G W(L). In fact, let us note

first that (LA)0 = AqA^. We set xJ»(exP(0) — exp(/(/, A)) (/ G nA) and note

that the map Xm: (-Í-a)o -* T determined by

X,(exp(f/) • n) - exp(/0 • xi(«)      (n G N„)

is a character of (LA)0 satisfying dxj, = *(A|bA). Since n is abelian, this proves

that A G W(L). (6) Let us show finally that Lh/Lh =* A. We can realize A as

the set of all pairs (a, u) (a E E, u ET) with the law of composition

(a, u){b, v) = (ab, a(a, b)uv). Writing b also for (b, 1) G A, we then have

setwise LH ** EAqN,,. This being so, one verifies immediately that the map F:

L,,-*A defined by F(aum) =* (a, uxh(m)) is a homomorphism onto such that

ker(F) = Lh, completing the proof of Proposition 1.   Q.E.D.

2.4. From now on we shall assume that G is a connected and simply

connected Lie group with the Lie algebra g such that the radical of g is

cocompact. Denoting again by n the nilradical, we set b = [g, g] + n and

observe that its radical, equal to n, is cocompact. In fact, any Levi section b

for g is such for b too; but by our hypothesis bearing on g, b is necessarily

compact. We set L ** exp(b) (A.4).

Lemma 7. With the above notations we have W(G)\b ** W(L).

Proof. (A) Let g E g' be such that g|b = A G W(L); we are going to prove

that g G W(G). Putting/= g|n, £ « >'(Ly) c § (cf. 1.1(a)) and ¿D = (4)0

we recall that our assumption is equivalent to the existence of a x* G X(D)

such that dxh = /(A|bA) and, if e G 6Ù, also Xh(e) = -1. Let us write 6 -
exp(b,) ç § (A.1, A.4); we have Q ç <$; Setting i¿ - x,|ß, ô = ker(^) and

9C = (G,)o we shall show that [%, %]q'& and that %/Q is isomorphic to a

vector group. This will first imply the existence of an w G X{%) with

u\6 *= $. Since aty = i(g\bg), replacing, if necessary, w through £«, where

£ G X(H) such that £|6 = 1 is appropriately chosen, we shall be able to

conclude that there is a x, G X(%) satisfying dx¡ = i(g\Qg) and, if e G DC,

also Xg(E) = — 1. To prove our previous assertion we first observe that [%,

DC] - exp(Igs, g,D (A.4) and that [gg, gg] c Qg n b = by, hence [%, %] c ß.
Thus it suffices to note that if x, y E Qg, we have

«Kexp([x,y])) - exp[i([x,y],A)] - 1.
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Since G is simply connected, G/L is isomorphic to a vector group and hence

so is (Gg)0/((Gg)0 n L). Thus (Gg)0 n L is connected and equal to (Lg)0.

Therefore (Gg)0/(Lg)0 and also %/G is isomorphic to some vector group. If

c G % we clearly have e E G, and thus Xg(¿) ■ »K^) " X»(£) = — L complet-

ing the proof of our statement.

(B) Let us now select g in W(G); we are going to show that g|b = h G

W(L). We start by observing that [bA, bA] Ç. gA. To this end it is enough to

note that if / G g and x, y E bA are arbitrary, we have

(['. [x,y]},h) - (W,x],y],h) + ([*, [/,y]],A)

and that, by [g, g] ç b, both summands on the right-hand side vanish. G

being as in (A) we now set G = ker(Xg\G). By what we have just seen we

conclude that [6¡),6¡)]cG. Therefore, to complete the proof of our lemma it

will be enough to show that fy/G is isomorphic to a vector group. In fact, in

this case, similarly as in (A) above, we shall be able to infer first that there is

a x* E X(<>¡)) satisfying dxj, = /(A|bA). If, furthermore, e G G¡), then e G G Ç.

OC, and thus Xh(e) = Xg(£) " ~ L To prove our point we observe that by

Lemma 2 setting qx ■ b + gA we have (Lh)0g = g + g^\ Therefore, writing

F (a) - ag - g (a G (La)q) we obtain a map F: (LA)0-»g¿ which, by [g,

g] Q b, is a homomorphism of (LA)0 onto the underlying group of fl¿\ From

this we infer that (Lh)0 n Gg is connected and hence is equal to (Lg)0. In this

fashion (Lh)0/(Lg)0 and also ty /Q is isomorphic to a vector group, complet-

ing the proof of our lemma.   Q.E.D.

3. We continue to employ the assumptions made at the start of 2.4. As we

recalled in the introductory remarks to this chapter (cf. also 3.4(5) below), in

order that a primitive ideal J of C*(G) be of type I, in particular, it is

necessary that the action of G on a space, depending on J, be smooth. The

purpose of this point is to find an expression for this condition in terms of

fl'/G; the corresponding result is contained in Lemma 14.

3.1. Let g be a fixed element of g'; as before we set/ = g|n and h = g|b.

Lemma 8. We have {a; a E Gf, ah\bf = h\bf) - GhNf.

Proof, (a) If a G GAfy, there is&b E Nf such that ah « bh. Again putting

b, - n + bf we recall (cf. Lemma 2) that Nfh = h + b£ and therefore ah\bf

" bh\bf = h\bj. (b) To prove the opposite inclusion let us assume that a G Gf

and ah\bj « h\bf. Then we also have ah\b„ - h\b„ and hence, reasoning as

above, we can find an n G Nf such that ah = nh, proving that a G GAA^.

Q.E.D.
We want to assume from now on that f¥=0 also; then, with m E N

satisfying Ay— £(m), we can form the diagram of 1.1(d). We set, as in 2.4,

£ - p (Lj) c S and S = ¥(£). S is a compact group and we again write
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So = 3 = exp(a). Putting ¥' = ¥|£, we choose k G a' such that S¥'C0 *

h\bf. Let us assume also that g G W(G). Then by Lemma 7 A G W(L), and

by Lemma 3 k G W(%). With o E 3 such that 3/c - ô(o), we can form the

diagram of Remark 1 in 2.2 with 3 C 2ft — ¥(§). Combining there two

diagrams we obtain

ind.

where incl stands for the inclusion map. Given a subset A c G}, we shall

write A' ** p (A). Putting § = GhNf, we infer from Lemma 9 that S'
-i

— ¥ (2ft,). Note that if S0 = exp(a) (cf. A.4), then we have a ** gA + nf.

Lemma 9. With the above notations we have

{a; a E S,a(g\a) ~ g\a) - Gg(LAyv).

Proof, (a) We write 5" for the left-hand side and start by observing that

Nf c. 9. In fact, putting g, = n + qf we have, by Lemma 2, Nfg = g + gx.

Hence the desired conclusion follows by noting that g„ 2 a. Thus it suffices

to establish that G,nïi Gg(Lh)Q. Writing qx ** b + gA we have, again by

Lemma 2, (L,,)Qg ** g + gx. If a G Gh n 9, since b + a ** gA, we also obtain

ac?|0* " g!0A- Thus there is a / G (Lh)0 such that ag ** lg, implying a G

(b) Let us put b = 0» + Q\", by what we have just seen we can infer that

(Lh)0Nfg = g + b- Since clearly a Ç gx n g„, in this manner û G Ggil^JNj

certainly implies a(g|o) = g|a and evidently also a E GhNf.   Q.E.D.

Let us put A « \¡/ ° (^|S '); this is a homomorphism of S ' onto T.

Lemma 10. We havep( A (T§) = (Gg)0(Lk)QNf.

Proof, (a) Let us write V — 2ft„/3; T is a central extension, by the circle

group, of V. We set g - S„/3 and note that 5 is finite and that F/5 is

isomorphic to a closed subgroup of R" for n sufficiently large. In fact, let us

first observe that we have K/¿ - 2ft0/ß0 = 2ft0S/ß, and that the latter is

closed in 2ft/S = Gw/L„ = G„L/L. Hence to arrive at the desired

conclusion it is enough to remark that, since L is the semidirect product of a

compact and of a nilpotent group, GWL is closed in G and, the latter being
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simply connected, G/L is isomorphic to a vector group. In this manner, in

particular, the maximal compact subgroup T of T0 is a circle group, such that

T0/ T is isomorphic to a vector gorup. We also have [T, T0] Q T. In fact, to

see this it suffices to observe that [ V, V0] Q g n V0; hence, F being finite, the

right-hand side is trivial.

(b) Let us put T0 = exp(y) and T0 d T = exp(Ru) (A.4). If d is such that

8A(d) ** g\a, we evidently have (v, d) ¥= 0. We denote by T, the centralizer,

in T, of T0 and claim that T, = Td. Clearly, to see this it is enough to show

that Tj Q T,. If / G y and a ET, by [T, T0] Q T we have al - / + cv. If,
furthermore, a E Td, we have (/, d) = (al, d) «■ (/, d) + c(v, d) and thus, by

(v, d) =£ 0, c « 0 and a E T,. Noting that the center of T0 is connected, we

infer from this that T0 = (r,)0 ■» (Td)0. Let us next observe that, by virtue of

Lemma 9, we havep( A (TJ)) = Gg(Lh)0Nf. Hence, putting M = (Lh)0Nf and

-i    b
reasoning as in A (a), proof of Lemma 3, we obtainp( A (T¿)) = (GgM)0.

(c) We shall complete the proof of our lemma by showing that M n Gg is

connected. In fact, in this case Gg n M = (Gg)0 n M, and hence also (GgM)0

— (Gg)0M which, along with the relation at the end of (b), yields the desired

conclusion. Let us put A = Gg n M and, for m G M, f(m) = mg — g. By

what we saw in (b), proof of Lemma 9,/provides a continuous bijection from

M/A onto a vector group b. It is easily seen to be a homeomorphism and thus

A is connected.   Q.E.D.

3.2. Let X be a fixed element of L. We recall (cf. [18, Lemma 3.4, p. 483])

that if 8, is the collection of all connected subgroups A of G, such that A ^ L

and that there is a X' G Â which is (Gx)0 invariant and satisfies X'|L ■» X, then

t? admits a unique maximal element.

Lemma 11. Assume that g Eq' is such that g|b G rj(X) (cf. Lemma 6). Then

n - (Gg)oL.

Proof, (a) Let us assume first that ker(X) 2 N. Since G/N is reductive, X

extends to G and thus n = G. On the other hand, by what we saw in (a),

proof of Lemma 6, g|n = 0, implying (Gg)QL = G.

(b) From now on we suppose that X\N is not trivial. In the following we

shall make extensive use of the notations of the diagram of 3.1 with the

following additional conventions. Given a projective extension me of m E Ñ

to G„ we let me stand also for the corresponding representation of Gf,. If

M C Gf, is some subgroup we shall write, whenever convenient, m* and <J> (cf.

loc. cit.) in place of, respectively, m'\M and 4>|A/. Also, given a subset

K c G„, we denote by K' its inverse image in Gf,; similar rules will be

employed with regard to Wa.

(I) Proceeding as in (c)(1), proof of Lemma 6, we can write X = ind, »L p,
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where p = [ire ® (p « $)]~ (/x G S_, and ît', $ stands, respectively, for

me\Lf, and <E»|í^). Again putting 3 = So (CL- (c)(2). loc. cit.) and assuming that

/x|3 gives rise to the (finite) orbit So in 3» where, as in 3.1, we shall suppose

8(o) = 3«. 8¥(k) = g\bf, we conclude that p = inda ÎC v, where v E S„ and

y|3 is a multiple of o. Hence, writing Fe = <p(S£), and denoting by a' a

projective extension of o to S„, there is a p' 6 gl, such that v ** [oe ®

(j» o ç,)]-. (2) We show next that ge commutes with T0. In fact, if a G S' and

1 G y, we have, by what we say in (b), proof of Lemma 10, al = 1 + cv.

Since, however, \y is an extension, by a subgroup of the center of r0, of the

finite group S„/3, clearly c = 0. Let us put A' = g* • T0; by what we have

just seen A' is the direct product of Se with a vector group. Hence there is a

v' E Â' such that v'\%e = v'. This being so, let us set if ** q(~q>(A')) and

K' = A( $ (®0); the latter is a closed subgroup, containing N, of G„. There-

fore, since N is cocompact in L, K — K' • L is closed in G. /« the following we

shall show that K=*TI. Let us set t' = [0e ® (?' ° <p)]~; we have t'ES1 and

t'|S„ «■ p. Writing p' = [tt'_® (t ° $)], we form finally X' = ind^jf p\

(c) We prove next that K cH. Taking into account the definition of_TI,

this will result from the following three statements: (1) X'\L ** X, (2) K is

connected, (3) X' is (GA)0 invariant. Ad (1) Let us put L'v = K' n L; we then

have

XlL=¿n¿(pK) = indJind(pK)).

We observe that S'n2 = Sc implies L'„ = A($(S„)) and thus, by ir'|S0 ** v,

P'\U,**[ir'®(v°<ly)]~.

Therefore, since p = inda îa v, we obtain

ind  (pK)-[«r-*®0*o*)r-P.

and thus finally X'\L = indM¿ p = X. Ad (2) We prove_ next that K is

connected; to this endjt is enough to show the same for K/L. By what we

saw in (1), we have K/L = K'/L^ = ®yS0; thus the desired conclusion

follows by observing that if **%• S0. Ad(3)(a) Since X\N decomposes over

Lit c Ñ, we have, if b G Gx, bir G Lu, and thus b G G„ • L and, hence,

Gx = (Gx n GJ-L, and (GA)0 = (Gx n GJ0- L. Let A be fixed in (Gx n
G,)0; it will suffice to show that AX' = X'. (ß) We denote by the same letter

also an element of 2ft, which is the image of some element of G¿ over b. This

being so we claim that b E (2ft0)0. We have, in fact, for any b E GK n G„:

ind bp ** bX ** X = ind p

and thus, since bir = it, bp** p also. This yields bp** p and ¿a G Sa;
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therefore, if b E (GA n Gv)0, we conclude that bo = o, proving our state-

ment, (y) We claim next that bK'b~x = K'. To this end it is enough to note

that by [3Jc0, SftJ Ç ST the latter is invariant in Wl0. We infer from this that

¿X' •= ind^ijf bp'. Observing that bp' ■» [m* ® (br' « <)>)]~, to arrive at our

goal it suffices to show that br' = t'. But there is a c G T0 such that

br' « [a* ® (c?' ° <p)]~ and thus the desired conclusion follows from the

commutativity, established in (b) above, of A' «■ 5' • T0 and T0.

(d) Next we complete the proof of our claim that n * K (cf. (b) end) in the

following manner. Assume that X" G n is invariant under (GA)0 such that

X"|L - X. (1) Since X"\N - X\N, putting K" = Uv, there is a p" G K" such

that X" = indjf^n p" and p"\N is a multiple of m. Evidently, we also have

n = K" • L. Writing ÍT ■= <t>(K"e), there is a p" G SÎ" such that p" - [m' ®

(p" ° <J>)]~. (2) Let us next observe that p"|S «= p. In fact, by n « K" • L

and Z^ = ÍT" n L we have

ind p - X = X"|L = ind (p"|ZJ,

and hence

[m' ® (p. » $)]-« p . p"^ =[V ® ((p"|2) » <j>)]~,

and thus p"|S = p. With continued use of the notations of (b), we conclude

from this that p" - ind^j,. t", where t" G &;' and t"|3 is a multiple of a.

Obviously St" = St; • S also. Let us put A" - <p(^') c T. There is a v" G_Â"
such that r" - [a' ® (?" « <p)]~. Evidently A" 2 A'. To prove that n » K, it

will be enough to show that A" - A' and v" = v'. (2) Let us next observe that

A"/Se is connected. In fact, we have

A7s* = #;ys, = sr/s - kh/lw - n/i

and thus it suffices to recall that n is connected. Hence, in particular, we can

conclude that A" = %' • (A")0. (3) We remark that ?"|S' - v'. In fact, since

ST = ®; • S, S0 = Si;' n S and u"|S = p (cf. (I) above) we have

ind v = p - u"|S = ind (t"|S„),

and hence t"|S0 = v and v'%e = v'. (4) By what we saw in (2), A" is

normalized by T0. This being so, we next show that v" G A" is invariant with

respect to T0. (a) Putting H = (Gxn G,)0 we claim that (2ft,,), - <&(#')• We

already know from (c), Ad(3), (ß), that <b(He) Q (5D?o)0. With notations as

loc. cit., let us assume that b G (9fto)0; it is enough to prove that bX ■ X. Since

v EQg and r|3 = a, we clearly have bv = v, and thus bp » p, bp ■ p and

finally 6X = X. (/?) To complete our reasoning, we make use of the invariance,

with respect to (Gx)0, of X" in the following manner. Assume that b E H.

Since X" = indj^n p", we have bp" — p", and hence bp" ■ u" and ¿t" — t".

Since t" = [a* ® (?" » cp)]~ and T0 = cp([(5DU0]*), by what we saw in (a) we
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conclude that v" is T0 invariant. (5) _We prove finally that (A")0 C T$ ;

whence, by (2), A" Q A' and thus U = K. Since ?"|ge = v' G §', v"\(A")Q is a

multiple of a T0 invariant character <p of (A")0. If y G T0 and 5 G (A")0 we

have ySy-1 = «5 (u G T), whence

<p(5) = <p(y8y~x) =* <p(u)<p(8)

and thus <p(«) = 1. Since v' G g-i, this implies at once that u — e and

therefore (A")0 Q T%, and U ** K'■ L.

(e) Below we use again  the following observations. If S) is a closed
-i -i

subgroup of 2ft, such that 35 D *(9l), then A( $ (3))) - p( ¥ (3))) • A/. Simi-
-i -'

larly, if A is closed in T such that A D T, then q( <p (A)) = <// (A) • 3. This

being so, to complete the proof of our lemma we recall that by what we saw

above we have

K'**h(*(®'j), sr = ®0-so, sr0 = ?(V(4)) = V(r0)-3.
-1      i

Also, by Lemma 10, setting A = \p ° (^|S') we obtain p( A (r¿)) =

(Gt)0(LA)oA^. Hence, by the final conclusion of (d) above,

n - K' • L - />( Ï (Si,)) •/.=/;( A (T3))l - (Gg)QL,

which is the desired result.   Q.E.D.

In the following we continue to use the notations of Lemma 11; in

particular, X stands for a fixed element of L, and X' G ti satisfies X'\L — X.

We write II «■ exp(f) (A.4) and observe that if g E q' is such that g|b = A G

tj(X) then by Lemma III =* b + Qg. Let 2 be the orthogonal complement of b

in f. Given v G 2 we write % for the element of y(n/L)(A.5) determined by

d<p0 — iv. In the following © will stand for some fixed connected Lie group

containing G as an invariant subgroup.

Lemma 12. With the above notations let us put ©A = ©A n ©*. e = g\t and,

for some a G ©A, ae ** e + v (v E 2). Then we have a X' — %X'.

Proof. If the kernel of X contains N, by what we saw in (a), proof of

Lemma 11, we have II = G and hence also g ** e. We note next that if r is

the radical of g, © acts trivially on r/n. Hence a G © implies aX' ** X'. By the

same token, if a G ©A, we also have ag = g, proving the validity of our claim

in this special case. In the following we shall assume, that X\N ^ I; then (cf.

(a), proof of Lemma 6) g|n = / ¥= 0.

(a)(1) We start by observing that, since ©A Q &f ç ®fN = ©„, ©A operates

on Gf, and evidently also on 2ft = Gf,/N. We put, as in 2.4, £ = ~p (L}) c §,
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¥' = ¥\£ and recall (cf. the diagram of 3.1) that we are assuming 5(a) = 3«.

where S^Xk) — h\b¡. We infer from this, by virtue of 1.1(e), that if a G ©A,

then OK = k and hence, by Lemma 4, aa = a. This implies that @A operates

on TlK and Wla, and thus also on Wa and T = W0/$. For later use we recall

(cf. 2.3, Remark 2) that the actions on T, derived from those on Wla and

ÜI^/Sic' respectively, are identical. (2) We next observe that @A normalizes

K'. Since Gg depends on g|b only, to this end it is enough to establish that

K' = (Gg\Lh(Lj)0N. This follows easily from parts of Lemma 11 (cf., in

particular, (e) loc. cit.) along with Lemma 10. In fact, it suffices to recall that

K'=p(*(K'j)N   and  p( *(Sj) = LhNf

(replace in Lemma 8, G through L). This implies at once that ©A normalizes

SÎ' and thus also A' (3) Let us suppose that V E Â' corresponds, in the sense of

(b), proof of Lemma 11, to X' G Ê. We are going to show that, upon

replacing X' by aX' (a E @A), v' gets replaced by av'. In fact, we note first

that, by (2), aX' = ind^^ ap' and that ap' = [me ® (ar' ° $)]~. Since aa —

a, this indeed implies that ar' = [ae ® (av' ° <p)]~. (4) Let us next observe

that a E ©A = @A n @A yields av' - v'. In fact, if a E ©„ n ©A, we have

ind p — X = aX= ind ap,
L,ÎL LttL

and thus also ap — p and ap = p. Therefore, by aa = a, av — v and av' = v'.

(5) If x G X(T$) is such that dX - /'« (a G (y1*)'), we write x = XV If »'lio is

a multiple of x,, by av' = p' we have at] = rj + w with (t>, w) = 0, where we

again put T = exp(Rü). Defining x'w ̂  X(A') by X«W = 1 and ú\T0 = x»,

using (4) we conclude that av' = x£,?' (a G ©Á).

(b) In the following if a capital script (S, say) stands for a subgroup of Gj,

we shall put S' = p (S). Also if cp G A"(S), we shall write <p' — <p ° (p|S')
-1        u

G X(& '). Setting G = p( A (T¿)) we claim that there is an isomorphism; from

Y(U/L) onto Y(A'/%e) such that (a) for cp G r(n/£), the substitution

X' h» <pX' is equivalent to v' r-*j(q>)v'; (ß)j(<p) - (A\G') = (<p\G)'. In fact, (A)

we write & = pOK®')) and show the existence of an isomorphism /': y(n/L)

-» Y(ß'/Qa) such that (a) for cp G Y(U/L), X' H> cpX' is equivalent to

t' Hw(cp)t'; (ß) i(tp) » {■*]&') = {<p\ay. In fact, putting x¡, - <p|Ä" we first

have <pX' = indK.,n\pp'. If we write i|/e = i|/ ° (A|AT'e) G *(#"), there is a

£ G A'(A"') with

£ ° ($|/Tf) = i¿,e   and   #'=0'®^'o $)]"".

We next show that £ » (¥|$') = (cp|6B)'. In fact, to this end it is enough to
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prove that á G &' and p(a') ** a implies f (¥(a')) = (p(a). But by the

diagram of 1.1(d), £ (*(a')) = «i<'(y(a')) which, since A(y(a')) = a, is equal to

<p(a). Since #' = 6EA/, we have Tí - K' • L = &L, and hence the map <p (-» £

is an injection. To conclude that it is an isomorphism, it suffices to note that

p( ¥ (Sa)) = SnI, which relation follows from

ir n S - S„   and   & n L - « n Lf = />( ï(jr n S)).
-I -1

(B) We write 31 - i/- (A') and observe that 31 n S = ^ ©'). Imitating the
previous reasoning one shows easily that there is an isomorphism from

Y(Sr/Zg) onto ríA'/S') such that (a) for £ G Y(SY/Qa) the substitution
t' h> fr' is equivalent to v' K /(£)?'; (¿) /(?) • W|3I) - £|3Í. This being so,
let i, and i2 be as i in (A) and (B) respectively. Setting/ ** i2 ° /,, it is clear

that/ is an isomorphism from Y(Tl/L) onto Y{A'/^') having the properties

claimed at the start of (b).

(c) Let us put C = exp(c) (c = qg + bh + nf) and A' = A|6. If a G @A, by
(a)(5) and (b) we can conclude that aX' «* <pX', where <p G Y{Jl/L) is

determined by x* ° A' = (<p|ß)'. Putting <p » <pz (z G 2) we infer that 8A'{w)

** z\c. To complete the proof of our lemma we have to show that z ** v,

where v is determined by ae ** e + v. Evidently, we can assume ÔA'(tj) ™

g|c. Therefore we have

g|c + o|c - ag\c =* 8A'{ari) - 5A'(tj) + 8A'(w) ** g|c + z|c,

whence u|c = z|c. Since, however, ï = b + c, this implies v = z.   Q.E.D.

3.3. The proof of the following lemma is very similar to that of Lemma 2.

Lemma 13. Assume that m is a subspace of g containing [g, g]. Given g G g'

we set f ■» m + gg o/k/ A = g|m. Then we have (Gh)0g ** g + fx.

Proof, (a) Let us suppose that {ly, 1 < / < n) c gA. We claim that if

« > 2, then /t • l2 • • • l„g — 0. In fact, if u denotes the left-hand side and

/ G g, we have (/, v) - ([/„, u], g), where m G [g, g] c m. Thus, by l„ G gA and

h " iî|n» (A «) =• 0 and hence, since / G g is arbitrary, v =* 0. Observe that

gAg is evidently orthogonal to f. (b) To complete our proof it will be enough

to show that dim(ïx) = dim(gA • g). But to this end it suffices to note that

dim(gA • g) ** dim(gA) - dim(gg) ** dim(g) - dim(m) + dim(ms) - dim(gg)

» dim(g) - dim(m + gg) = dim(fx).   Q.E.D.

3.4. Before stating Lemma 14, which summarizes the results of this section,

we make a series of observations. (1) In the following we shall take © ■»

exP(8) (A.4), where g contains g such that [g, g] = [g, g] and is isomorphic to

an algebraic Lie algebra of endomorphisms on a finite dimensional real

vector space (cf. [20, 1.1, p. 84]). To obtain g as just indicated, we may
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proceed as follows. First, by the theorem of Ado, we can assume that g is

isomorphic to a Lie algebra of endomorphisms. Next, let us denote by r the

radical of g and by b a Levi section. If r is the smallest algebraic Lie algebra

of endomorphisms containing r, we can take g = b + f • Note, in particular,

that we may assume that just as for G, the radical of © is cocompact. Observe

also that G acts trivially on bx c g'. (2) Let Prim(G) be the set of all

primitive ideals of C*(G). We recall (cf. [20, Lemma 1.1.8, p. 89]) that if

J E Prim(G), there is a well-determined © orbit E(J) on L with the follow-

ing property: If T is a factor representation of G, such that the kernel

ker(T) of the associated * representation of C*(G) is equal to J, then the

direct integral decomposition of T\L over L is carried by E(J). (3) Let us fix

X in L. For some p G n (IT being as in Lemma 12) satisfying p\L = X, let us

put U = Gp; then U depends on X only. This being so, we recall the following

result (cf. [18, Lemma 3.5, p.484]). Let % be the family of all those closed

subgroups containing L of G to which X admits a trivial 11 invariant

extension. Then $ admits a well-determined maximal element K and K0 = II.

We also note (cf. [20, Lemma 1.1.4, p. 86]) that K, II, U do not change if X is

confined to the same orbit E E L/©. (4) E being the same, let us put

F — {r; t E K, t\L E E). Then F, as a subspace of K, is locally compact,

separable and Hausdorff (cf. [20, Lemma 1.1.5, p. 87]; note that by the proof

loc. cit. this is always so if ©/L is abelian). If E = E(J) we shall sometimes

write F ** F(J). (5) We recall (cf. [20, pp. 110-111]) that we call a primitive

ideal J of type I if for an irreducible representation T, with ker(T) = J,

T(C*(G)) contains a nonzero compact operator. J is of type I if and only if

(A) F(J)/G is a T, space, (B) n(J) < + oo, where n(J) is the order ( < + oo)

of the countable group U/K(GX)0 formed with E = E(J) (cf. [20,

Proposition 3, p. 111]).

3.5. Below tj will have the same meaning as in Lemma 6.

Lemma 14. Let J be some element in Prim(G). With the previous notations,

we write B(/) for the complete inverse image in g' ofv(E(J)) c b'/L. Then

F(J)/G is a Tx space if and only if so is il(J)/G.

Proof, (a) Let us select some X G E(J) and A G tj(X); these are to be kept

fixed in the sequel. © being as in 3.4(1), we put, as in Lemma 12, ©Á = ®x n

©A, and claim that ©x = ©A • L. To this end it is enough to show that

©A ç ©AL. But if a G ©x, we have by Lemma 6:

aLh ** arj(X) = Tj(aX) = tj(X) = Lh,

and hence ah E Lh and a E ©A • L.

(b) Supposing that g E g' is such that g|b = A, we again write f = b + gg,

e = g|f and denote by 2 the orthogonal complement of b in f. Let © be the

direct product © X 2; it acts on f by (a, v)d = ad + v (d E V; cf. 3.4(1)).
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Let/ be the restriction to ©f of the canonical projection © -> ©. One verifies

at once that / gives rise to an isomorphism between ©e and ©A. Putting
-1 -a.

®; = j (®A) we claim that ®e/®'e is finite. To show this it suffices to

establish the analogous fact for @A/@A. With the notations of (a), proof of

Lemma 12, let us note that, S = <J?(A?) being compact, the set {t; t G S0,

t|3 = a) is finite. On the other hand (cf. (a)(4) loc. cit.), if a G ©A, the

substitution A \-+aX is equivalent to v y+av (GS„) and, in particular, we

have A = aA if and only if v « av. Thus, since ©A = ©A n ©A, ©*/©* is

finite.

(c) Let us define an action of © on ft by (a, v)t = <pcar, where tp0 G A'(TI)

is again determined by d% = iv. Let p be a fixed element of tl such that

p|L = A. We claim that ©p = ®'eL. In fact, (1) if (a, v) G ©;, we have a G ©A

and ae = e — v. Therefore replacing A' by p in Lemma 12, we conclude that

ap - <P-VP- Hence (a, v) G ©p and thus ®'eL Q ©p. (2) To establish the

opposite inclusion let us observe that if (a, v) E ©p, then cp^ap = p and thus

aX = A and a G ©A = ©A • L (cf. (a)). In this manner we can assume from the

start that a G ©A. Putting ae = e + w we have by Lemma 12: <pwp = op =

<p-o' P> whence w = - v and (a, v) E ®'e, completing the proof of our

statement.

(d) Let us set

F0={t;tGÏT,t|Lg£(/)}.

Replacing G by n in 3.4(4), we conclude at once that F0 as a subspace of fl is

locally compact, separable and Hausdorff. To simplify notations, in the

following we shall write ß in place of Q(J). Setting ß' = ß|f c F, we are

going to show that F0/G is a Tx space if and only if so is ß'/G. To this end

we recall first (cf. [20, Corollary, p. 85 bottom]) that © acts as a topological

transformation group on IT. Since F0 = ©p we conclude that the map from

@/©p onto F0, which sends c©p into ap, is a homeomorphism. Hence F0/G

is a 7, space if and only if ©p • G is closed. We have by (c), ©pG = ©^ • G,

and the right-hand side, by (b), is cofinite in Ge • G. Thus the latter is closed if

and only if F0/G is a Tx space. This being so, since ß' = %e, we shall have

completed the proof of our starting claim by showing that fi' c f ' is locally

closed. By virtue of our choice of © (cf. 3.4(1)), it acts on b' as the connected

component of the identity of an algebraic subgroup of GL(b'). Hence ©A is

locally closed in b' (cf. e.g. [19, p. 379] and the references loc. cit.) and thus

the same holds true for its complete inverse image ß' in f.

(e) Since, by Lemma 13, any G orbit O in fi is invariant under translations

by ïx C g', we conclude that ß/G is a Tx space if and only if F0/G is.

(f) We shall complete the proof of Lemma 14 by showing that if one of the

spaces F0/G or F(J)/G is Tx, then so is the other. Let us form the direct
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product 31 ** G X Y (K/L). It acts as a topological transformation group on

K by the rule (a, $)o = rj/aa ((a, $) G Sí; o G K; cf. (d) above). Let t G K be

fixed such that t|II = p. We have F(J) =* Sir and, since F(J) is locally

compact and Hausdorff (cf. 3.4(4)), the map 31 3 a h» or gives rise to an 31

equivariant homeomorphism between the connected abelian Lie group 31 =

3Í/3ÍT and F (J). A similar construction, starting with 31, - G X y(TI/L),

leads to an analogous identification between Si, = 3l,/(3t,)p and F0. We

denote by p the morphism A-+Ax resulting from the morphism 3í-»Sí,

which corresponds to restriction to IT of elements of Y (K/L). The kernel of p

is isomorphic to the dual of the free abelian group K/TÍ. Let A' be the image

of Gt in A. Then F(J)/G (F0/G) is a Tx space if and only if A' (resp.

p(A')) is closed. Let us next observe that A' n ker(/?) = {e). To this end it is

enough to note that since t is 11 invariant (cf. 3.4(3)) we have GT =* Gp = VL.

In this manner, to complete our proof it suffices to invoke the following

elementary statement. Let £ be a connected abelian Lie group, T a closed

subgroup, B' a connected subgroup such that T- B' ** B and T n B' — {e).

Then B ' is closed in B.   Q.E.D.

3.6. Let us put Z = bx c g' and define P as the direct product of © and of

Z. P acts on g' by the rule (a, v)g = ag + v ((a, v) E P, g E g'; cf. 3.4(1)).

Lemma 15. If ß is a P orbit on g', the following conditions are equivalent: (i)

ß/G is a Tx space; (ii) there is an O E Q/G which is open in its closure in g'.

Proof. Proceeding as in (d), proof of the previous lemma, we conclude that

ß is locally dosed in g'. Suppose that O G ß/G. If the latter is a Tx space, we

have 0 = On8 and thus O is open in its closure. Conversely, let O ** Gg

C ß (=Pg) have this property. Since ß, as a subspace of g', is locally compact

the map assigning ag to aPg (a E P) gives rise to a P equivariant

homeomorphism between P/Pg and ß. Since Lg is closed in g', LPg is a

closed subgroup of P. By [©, ©] ç L we also have [P, P] ç L and hence LPg

is invariant in P such that A ** P/LPg is abelian. Also, we have an A

equivariant homeomorphism between A and ß/L. Let A' be the image of G

in A. If O is open in its closure in g', A' has the same property in A, and thus

it is closed. But then, evidently, ß/G is a r,-space.   Q.E.D.

4. We recall (cf. 3.4(5)) that if / G Prim(G) is of type one, then, in

particular, n(J) < -f-oo. The purpose of the first four points of this conclud-

ing section of Chapter II is to find an expression for this condition in terms

of g'/G; the corresponding result is the content of Lemma 20. The final point

summarizes the principal statements of this chapter (cf. Proposition 2 and

Theorem 1).

4.1. In the following X will denote a fixed element of L which is not trivial

on N. With the notations of 3.4(3), let X" be an element, invariant with
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respect to U, of K such that A"|L =» A. In the following construction we

imitate the similar procedure of (d), proof of Lemma 11, to which the reader

is referred for unexplained notations. Suppose that A|Af gives rise to the orbit

Lm c 91. Putting K" - A, we have K = K" • L, and there exists p" G K"

such that p"\N is a multiple of m and that A" «■ ind^* p". Let us write

ft" = $(K"e) c Wl; we can find p" G ft* such that p" = [me ® (p" « $)]-.

Since A = ind^ p, and L„ =° K" n L we conclude first that p"|Lff = p.

Since p = [me ®(p° <J>)]~", we also have u"|S = p and thus, in particular,

p"|3 gives rise to the orbit Sa c 3- Hence there exists t" G ft; such that

t"|3 is a multiple of o and that p" = indj^jj. r". By virtue of ft" = S • ft;,

S n ft; ■= S„ and p = inds îa v, where v|3 is a multiple of a, we infer,

similarly as above, that t"|Sb — v. Let us write A" = <p(ft;') and observe that,

since S„ Q ft;, we have g* Ç A" and thus A" is invariant in T. Setting

t" =[oe®(ï" °<p)]~       (v"EÂ"),

by v = [a' ® (v' ° <p)]~ we obtain v"\^e = v\ In the sequel, whenever

convenient, we shall write t for v' E g*. Denoting again by T, the centralizer

of T0 in T we set A = (T,)T.

4.2. Lemma 16. With the previous notations we have A" C A, and v" is

invariant with respect to A.

Proof, (a) We start by observing (cf. (c)(3), loc. cit.) that GXQGV- L, and

hence also IX = VLnL. Since 11, = (VLv)aL„, in this manner we see that A" is

invariant with respect to 11 if and only if it has the same property in regard to

(UJ„.
(b) Let T¿ be the center of T0 and U its centralizer in T. We claim that

U = T, • T0. With the notations of (b), proof of Lemma 10, let us assume that

d G y1 is such that (v, d) =£ 0. As proved loc. cit., we then have T, = Td.

Since evidently T, • T0 ç U, to obtain the desired conclusion it will be enough

to show that U C Td • T0. To this end we first prove that T0d = d + (TV- In

fact, since [y, y] Q Rv, we have

T0d = d+(ady)'d=d+(yd)±;

but (v, d)¥=0 implies y,/ = y*1. From this we conclude that if a G U, then

aT0d = T0d, and thus a E Td • Tq, completing our proof that U = T, • T0.

Since g' C T,, we infer from this that UT = AT0.

(c) We have an evident action of (G„)a on T; we denote by i the corre-

sponding morphism (G„)a -* Aut(F). Writing/(y) for the inner automorphism

implemented by y G T we have clearly i((G,)„) = /(T). We are going to prove

now that /'((U,)0) — j(UT), which statement will be used also in the next two

lemmas. In fact, (1) if a G QXv)a, we have oA" = A", and hence ap" = p" and

ap" = p". Since aa = o, this implies ar" = r" and av" = v". Therefore to
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prove that i(a) Ej(UT) it is enough to observe that, proceeding as in (dX5),

proof of Lemma 11, we can show that if b ET and bv" ** v", then b G U. (2)

To prove the opposite inclusion it suffices to establish that a G (G„)0 and

i(a) Ej(UT) implies a G Ql„)0. But (cf. loc. cit. (b), end) it follows from our

assumption that ap' = v' and thus ar' = t', ap' =* p' and aX' =* X', proving

thataG(U,)a.

(d) We conclude from all this that v " is invariant with respect to UT ** A •

T0 (cf. (b)). We claim that A" and TQ commute. In fact, by [T, T0] Q T, for
any fixed 8 E A" there is a morphism u: T0-*T such that y~l8y " u{y)8.

Suppose that v"\T is a multiple of x G X(T). If N *= dim(i»'), we have, since

v" is invariant under T0:

(x(u(y)))N det(?"(o)) = det((y?")(ô)) = det(?"(ô)),

and thus ixiuif)))N — I for y G T0. But then x(m(y)) = 1 and hence, by

v" G Â" „ u(y) =* unity, and 5 and y commute. Therefore, first, A" Q Tx, but

by ?wj6» - V ** t, also A" Q (TX)T ** A.   Q.E.D.

Given a group A, in the following we shall write o(A) for its order.

Lemma 17. With the previous notations, o (A/ A") is finite if and only if

o(Tx/T\)is.

Proof, (a) We start by observing that, since o(%e/T) < +oo, the set gt,

is finite and thus o(T,/A) < + oo.

(b) Using the maximality property of K (cf. 3.4(3)) we prove next that

A" 3 A\ In fact, let us assume that A" 2 A^; we can derive a contradiction

from this hypothesis as follows. (1) Since (A")0 = T¿ = (A^o, E = A" • A1" is a

closed subgroup of T which, by assumption, properly contains A". (2) Next

we show that there is an tj G £ such that tj|A" = v". In fact, let us assume

that v"\(A" n A1") is a multiple of <p G AT (A"' n A1*) and that x G AT (A11) is an

extension of <p. Then if 8 ** 8X ■ 82 (S, G A", 52 G A1*), the value of v'XS^xKSj)

depends on 5 only, and can be used to define the value, at 5 G E, of the

required tj G E. (3) In the following we employ a construction previously

considered on several occasions. Let us put

9t = ?(V(£))-L,   Ä = A(0(SR))   and   KX**RL.

Kx is a closed subgroup, properly containing K, of G. In fact, if Kx = K, we

also have R = (KJ, = K, = K" (cf. 4(1)), and thus 2t - Si" and q( 9 (£))-

9í0 = ®'¿, whence E =* A", in contradiction to what we saw in (1). We next

show the existence of T G Kx, such that T\L = X, and which is invariant with

respect to VL. This will provide the required contradiction with the maximality

of K. To achieve our aim let us put a = [oe ® (tj » <¡p)]~ G 2í0 and define

successively
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(mB)ß=inda,    t/-iy®fj8o*)f,    T=indU.

Ife c/a//M fAa/ 7|L = A. In fact, we first observe that

T\L = ind (U\LV) and Í/|L„ -|V ® ((/3|S) o *)]~.

In this manner it will be enough to show that /3|S = p (cf. e.g. (b)(1), proof of

Lemma 11). By t/|A" = v" (cf. (2)) we have rj|2f' » y' and thus a\La = r.

Hence the desired conclusion follows by observing that

¿SIS = ind (a|S0) - ind v - u.2.ÎS v 8.TC

Let us prove finally that T is invariant with respect to U. Suppose that

a E (U,)0. One sees at once that upon replacing tj G £ by an, our

construction provides aT in place of T. Taking into account (cf. (c), proof of

Lemma 16) that i((\Xv)a) = j(UT) and that, evidently, tj is invariant with

respect to UT, we conclude that T is (U„)„ invariant which (cf. (a), loc. cit.)

suffices to prove our point. Summing up, we have established that A* Q A".

(c) We show next that A"/A* is finite. To this end it will be enough to

prove that, given 5 G A" and y G A, there is a positive integer M, such that

8M and y commute. This, however, follows from the following observations.

(1) Since [T, T] Q g' and 557 T is finite, if y, 5 G T, there is an integer k > 0

with 5* • y - y • 5*. (2) Let us put N = diimV). Assuming 5 G A", y G A and

u = y~'5y5 "' G T, we claim that 8N and y commute. In fact, suppose again

that v"\ T is a multiple of x G X(T). Since, by Lemma 16, v" is invariant with

resepct to A, proceeding as at the end of the proof loc. cit., we infer that

u = 1 implying 5" • y = y • 5*.

(d) We claim that A*/TJ is finite. To this end it is again enough to show

that if 5 Ei' and y G T, then there is an integer n > 0 such that 5" • y «■ y •

5". Using (c)(1), we can assume from the beginning that 5y5 -1 = ey (e G T).

Since, by (a), T,/A is finite, there is an integer k > 0 such that y* G A,

whence

and thus e* = I and 5* • y = y • 5*. Summing up, we have

r, d a d A" d À d r).

By (a), T,/A is finite; (c) and (d) imply that so is A"/A,, completing the proof

of our lemma.   Q.E.D.

Lemma 18. With the previous notations we have VL/K(GX)0 = A/A".

Proof. We start by observing that A n T0 = A" n T0. In fact, to this end it

is enough to note that

r0 = r, n r0 2 a n r0 2 A" n r0 2 r0.
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In this manner we can conclude that

A/A" ** ATo/A'To = t/T/A'T0 - q( ç (UTj) • S/$l"(2fto)0.

We recall (cf. (d)(4), proof of Lemma 11) that if H =* (Gx n G„)r¡, we have

$(//') = (2ft0)o. Therefore, by what we saw in (c), proof of Lemma 16, we

infer that

A/A" = (UV)LJK"H - VL/K(GX)V

completing the proof of our main assertion.   Q.E.D.

4.3. The purpose of the following will be the definition of the notion of the

reduced stabilizer of an element g G W(G). In the special case, when G is

solvable, this was discussed in [18, Definition 4.1, p. 492]. Let us put

S; - ~Pi(Gg\). Then (cf. 2.1) there is a x, G X(Q'g) such that x¿|(^)0 - XV

Xg(e) = -1. Writing for a, b G G: [a, b] = aba~lb~x, we set

8, - {a; a E Qg, [a,b]E ker^) for all b E §g).

Definition. With the previous notations, we define the reduced stabilizer Gg

of an admissible element g G g' by p(§g).

We observe that Gg is an open subgroup in Gg. In fact, to see this it is

enough to remark that since Xg is invariant with respect^ to §g, we have

§g 2 §g. It is also of some interest to bear in mind that Gg depends on g|b

only, the verification of which we leave to the reader.

4.4. We continue to denote (cf. 4.1) by X a fixed element of L which is not

trivial on N.

Lemma 19. Let g E W(G) be such that g\b E tj(X) (cf. Lemma 6). With the

notations of A.2 and 4.3 we have Tx/T\ ** GJ Gg.

Proof, (a) Using the notations of Lemma 10 let us show first that there is a

d E y such that 8 A(d) = g \a and (v, d) ¥= 0. We write again A = g \ d and

set, as in the proof of Lemma 3, M ** (Lh)QNf and 911 = p (M) c S. We
-i

recall also (cf. loc. cit.) that 9lt = ¥ (SK). Again forming x ■ Xc ° (*|91L)

one sees at once that dx — i{g\m) (m «* bA + n^) and that ker(A) = ker(x). In

this manner ker(rfA) = ker(g|m) and thus there is a d G y' with 8A(d) = g\a.

Since A (T) = 9H, if (v, d) = 0, we have g|m = 0. Since/ = g|n, this implies

that f\r\f =* 0 and thus / = 0; hence ker(X) d N (cf. (a), proof of Lemma 6),
which, however, contradicts our assumption on X. By what we saw in Lemma

10, we have T, = Td and A (TJ) - 3g9t. Let us set

% ** {a; a E Sg91t, [a, b] G ker(x) for all A G Sg9H).
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Summing up, we have

a-A(r!) and r,/r} = Sg9H/©.

(b) Writing

'S - {a; a G gf, [a, b] G ker(x) for all A G gf}

we clearly have % = f • 9H. We next show that W = lÄ. To this end we first

recall (cf. (c), loc. cit.) that 2JÎ n Gg is connected. Therefore, if a G € and

b E §g,we have

[a, b] Gker(x) n 8, c 91L n Sg - p(M n Gf ) C >'((<?,)„) - $'v

Since_evidently x|(91L n Qg) = x$% n Sg), this implies a G Sg and thus

f C§j. To establish the opposite inclusion it is enough to prove that a,

b E §g and [a, b] E ker(x¿) imply [a, b] E 91L. This, however, follows from

[p(a),p(b)] E (Gg)0n L - (Lg)0Ç. (L,,)^ = M.

(c) Bearing in mind that Gg n M «■ Gg n M, we infer from what we have

just seen that

r,/r¡ = gÄ91t/is91t = GgM/GgM - Gf/Gf,

completing the proof of Lemma 19.   Q.E.D.

We observe that the (not necessarily finite) order o(Gg/Gg) of Gg/Gg

depends on O = Gg only; hence we may write it as i(0). We recall (cf.

3.4(5)) that, given J E Prim(G), by definition n(J) = o(Ú/K(GK)¿ (A G
E(J)). For ß(7), cf. Lemma 14.

Lemma 20. For any J G Prim(G), the following conditions are equivalent: (i)

n(J) < +oo; (ii) for any O E ß(/)/G, i(0) < +oo.

Proof. Let us select a g G g', such that g G ß(/) or g|b G r¡(E(J)). If

g|n - 0, we have ker(X) 2 Af for all X G E(J) and conversely; but then

n(J) = i(0) = 1 (O = Gg). Let us now assume that g|n ^ 0. We then have,

by Lemma 18, o(A/A") = n(J) and, by Lemma 19, o(Tx/t\) - i(0). Finally,
Lemma 17 implies that if one of the expressions on the left-hand side is finite,

then so is the other.   Q.E.D.

4.5. We are going to summarize the principal results of Chapter II in the

following fashion.

Proposition 2. Suppose that G is a connected and simply connected Lie

group with the Lie algebra g. Let us assume that the radical of g is cocompact.

Then the following conditions bearing onJE Prim(G) are equivalent: (i) J is of

type I; (ii) if O E íl(J)/G, O is open in its closure and i(0) < + oo.
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Proof. Let us first assume that J is of type I and that O G ß(/)/G. We

claim that O is open in its closure. In fact, by what we said in 3.4(5), our

assumption implies that F(J)/G is a Tx space whence, by Lemma 14, so is

ß(/)/G, and thus the desired conclusion follows from Lemma 15. Also, our

hypothesis yields (cf. loc. cit.) that n(J) < + oo and therefore, by Lemma 20,

i(0) < +00. The opposite implication can be established in a similar

fashion.   Q.E.D.

Theorem 1. Suppose that G is a connected and simply connected Lie group

with the Lie algebra g, the radical of which is cocompact. G is of type one if and

only if any G orbit O in W(G) C g' (cf. 2.1) is open in its closure and

i(0)< +00.

Proof. Let us first assume that G is of type I. By definition this means that

any factor representation of G generates a factor of type I. But then (cf. 3.4(5)

and [20, Lemma 3.1, p. 110]) any primitive ideal is of type I, and conversely.

Suppose that O is a G orbit in W(G). We claim that there is a J G Prim(G)

such that O c ß(/). In fact, putting £) = 0|b, by Lemma 7, O G W(L)/G.
If A is some element of £>, by Lemma 6 we can find X G L with A G tj(X).

Thus, to arrive at the desired conclusion it is enough to note that L —

V j ePnm(G)E(J)- In this manner, assuming that J is of type I, Proposition 2

implies that O is open in its closure and i(O) < + oo. Conversely, suppose

that this pair of conditions is fulfilled for any G orbit in W(G). Let J be some

element in Prim(G). Since ß(7) c W(G), by Proposition 2, J is of type I.

Hence, by our opening observation G is also of type I.   Q.E.D.

Corollary (Auslander and Kostant). Suppose that G, as in Theorem 1,

is also solvable. Then G is of type I if and only if any G orbit O in g' is open in

its closure and i(0) is identically zero.

In fact, by virtue of what we said in 2.1, here W(G) ** g'. Hence it suffices

to observe that, trivially, if i(0) is always finite, then it is identically zero.

III. LIE GROUPS WITH COMPLETELY

CONTINUOUS REPRESENTATIONS

As already stated in the Introduction, the principal objective of this closing

chapter is to obtain, as an application of our previous results, a

characterization of all connected and simply connected CCR Lie groups; the

corresponding result is contained in Theorem 2. To accomplish this, we are

first going to establish the equivalence of a series of properties bearing on a

connected Lie group (cf. Proposition 3) which is of a certain independent

interest. The final conclusion will be derived by combining part of this with

Theorem 1.
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1.1. Suppose that M is a semifinite factor and <J> is a faithful normal trace

on A/+ (= set of all positive elements of M). We shall denote in the same

manner the corresponding linear form, defined on the (dense) 2-sided ideal,

composed of all linear combinations of elements of M + with a finite trace.

We shall say that A G M is a generalized completely continuous operator

(A = CC) if so is \A | ; A E M+ with the spectral representation /o"°°X dEx

will be said to have this property if, for any X > 0, $(/ - Ex) < +oo. We

denote the set of all such operators by C(M). Let G be a separable locally

compact group and § its group C* algebra. We recall (cf. [20, p. 81, bottom])

that a factor representation U of G is called normal if, putting M ■ R(T)

(A.8), U(§) nC(M)* {0). We write Facn(G) for the set of all such
representations. For the following it is of some interest to bear in mind that, if

G is a connected Lie group, given J G Prim(G), there is an element U,

uniquely determined up to quasi-equivalence, of Facn(G), such that ker(t7)

= / (cf. [20, Theorem 1, p. 119]), but we shall not use this in our proofs. We

shall say that a factor representation T of G is a generalized completely

continuous representation if T(§) c C(R(T)). Let us observe that, if T is

irreducible, this is the case if and only if the range of T is contained in the set

of all completely continuous operators (in the classical sense) of the represen-

tation space, in which case we call it a CCR representation. The previous

definitions can be adopted, in an obvious manner, to an arbitrary separable

C* algebra A. Any representation to be considered in the sequel will be

assumed to be nondegenerate.

1.2. Lemma 21. With the previous notations suppose that T is a normal

representation such that ker(T) is maximal. Then T is a generalized completely

continuous representation.

Proof. Let us put M = R(T) (A.8); our assumption implies that M is a

semifinite factor.

(a) Let us note first that C(M) is a uniformly closed 2-sided ideal of M. To

see this it is enough to show that if A E M with 0 < A < I is a uniform limit

of {A„) c C(M), such that 0 < A„ < I, then A G C(M). We can assume

also that $(A„) < +00. In fact, if A„ ■» /¿X<¿EA(n), it suffices to replace AH

through A„(I - E{f„) (« = 1,2,...). Suppose that A = /¿X dEx. We have to
show that, if a is fixed between zero and one and P = / — Ea, then

Q(P) < +00. Let us put B„ s PA„P. Since \\P - B„\\ < (1 - a) + \\PA-
Bn\\, the restriction of BH to the subspace of P admits a bounded relative

inverse for a sufficiently large n. But, since $(#„) < +00, this implies

$(P) < +00.

(b) Let us put S - T(A) and 3, = / n C(M). To complete the proof of
our lemma we have to show that 3¡, = 3¡. By what we saw in (a), 3i is a norm
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closed 2-sided ideal in $¡. Since T is normal, £5, is nonzero, hence its complete

inverse image in A properly contains ker(T). But the latter being maximal by

assumption, we necessarily have S = Si-   Q.E.D.

2.1. In the sequel the following notations will be useful. Given a locally

compact group K, we shall write K = (P) if K/K0 is finite (cf. A.6). Let g be

a Lie algebra of endomorphisms of a finite dimensional real vector space V.

If G = exp(g) (cf. A.4), we shall write G' for the analytic subgroup, corre-

sponding to g, of GL(V). We recall that g is called algebraic, if G' is the

connected component of the identity of an algebraic subgroup of GL(V). In

this case, by virtue of a theorem due to J. Dixmier (cf. [7, Proposition, p. 425,

bottom]), G is of type I.

Lemma 22. Suppose that g and b are algebraic Lie algebras of endomorphisms

of some finite dimensional real vector space such that b is an ideal in g. Let X be

some element in H (H = exp(b)). Then with notations as above, Gx = (P).

Proof. The subsequent reasonings will have many points in common with

those of [19], to which paper we shall often refer for further details. Let us put

G = exp(g). We shall proceed by induction and assume that our statement is

valid for any similar pair (Hx, G,) if dim(G,) < dim(G). Let us denote by m

the collection of all nilpotent endomorphisms in the radical of b; tn is the

greatest ideal of nilpotency of the identity representation of b (cf. loc. cit., p.

385, bottom). We can assume that m is nontrivial. In fact, otherwise b is

reductive (cf. loc. cit., p. 389) and (G')x is an algebraic subgroup of G'. We

shall distinguish two cases, according to whether: (A) There is an abelian

ideal 0, contained in m, of q such that either dim(a) > 1 or, if dim(a) = 1, we

have 0 £ g1* (A.7). (B) Condition (A) cannot be fulfilled. Ad(A) Let us put

A — exp(û) c H (A.4). A is closed, simply connected and invariant in H,

hence A/H is countably separated (cf. loc. cit., p. 386). Therefore X, on A,

restricts to a transitive quasi-orbit, Hu (say), in Â. We next divide our

discussion into two parts: (A 1) to is not G invariant or (A2) « is G invariant.

Ad (Al) Let us put S = Hu; its Lie algebra is algebraic and S' = (P) (cf. loc.

cit., p. 387, top). By what we saw above there is a p G S such that p\A is a

multiple of co and X «■ ind^ p. One easily verifies that Gx = (GJA/7.We

also have G' = (P) (cf. loc. cit.). Therefore, putting F — (GU)Q it is enough to

show that F{ = (P). Observe next that Fx = Fs. The restriction of p to S0

gives rise to a finite S orbit, Sa (c S0) say, transformed into itself by the

action of Fp on SQ. Hence Fj(Fl> n F0) is finite and (Fp\ = (Fp n Fo)0. We

claim that Fa/(F? n F„) is also finite. In fact, let <p be the canonical

homomorphism G-*G' and let us put T = ker(<p) n S (c G*1). We write

% - J- S0 and observe that by S' = (P), S/% and S/Sa are finite. Let
t G S0 be such that t\S0 is a multiple of a and p = ind5 î5 t. Since t\% is Fa
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invariant, Fgr c Sa is finite and thus so is Fap, and hence Fg/(Fp n Fa) is

finite. We infer from this that (Fa)0 = (Fp n Fg)0 = (Gp)0. In this manner to

prove that F'9 - (P) it suffices to show that F'a = (P). This we derive from

the assumption of our inductive procedure in the following manner. Let S

and F, respectively, be the universal coverings of S0 and F. They are locally

isomorphic to algebraic subgroups of GL(V). By virtue of the hypothesis (Al)

we have dim(F) < dim(G). Let f be a lifted to S. Then we can conclude that

Ë'r m (P) and hence also F'a — (P). Ad(A2) Let us denote by J the connected

component of the identity in the kernel of co. By assumption, J is an invariant

subgroup of G and we claim that its dimension is positive. This is clear if

dim(a) > 1. If, however, dim(a) = 1, by hypothesis, a is not contained in the

center of g. Therefore w can be invariant with respect to G only if it is the

identity character, implying J = A. Let j be the subalgebra of a correspond-

ing to /. By what we have just seen, i is a g ideal contained in m and therefore

(cf. loc. cit., p. 389) g/j is isomorphic to an algebraic Lie algebra g,.

We denote by bx the image of f)/i and form exp(g,) = G, 2 #i = exp(b,).

We have dim(G,) < dim(G) and X G H is obtained by lifting some X, G Hx

to H. Hence the desired conclusion results by applying the assumption of our

induction to (Hx, G,) and X,. (Ad)(B) This can be settled by a simple

adaptation of the reasoning of [7, p. 389, loc. cit.], and hence we confine

ourselves to recalling the principal steps of the argument. (1) We have [m,

m] £ m' and din^m1*) = 1; we put M = exp(m). (2) There is an ideal g, of g

such that g = b + g, and [g,, b] Q m. Hence, putting G, = exp(g,), we have

G\ = (Gi)\~ H- (3) One can assume that X\M^ is not constant; in fact,

otherwise, reasoning as in (A2), one can effect an immediate reduction. (4) By

(1), X\M is a multiple of some w G M; we assume that it belongs to the

Kirillov orbit Mf c m!. (5) We have G, = (G,)w = (Gx)f- M; hence, putting

T = (Gx)p by (2), it will be enough to show that Tx is connected. (6) Let us

form K = H/M; K is reductive. Let co' be a projective extension of w to H.

Then there is a continuous morphism x: T-*X(K) such that bos' =

/(x(A))w', where, for cp G X(K), /(cp) stands for the corresponding element of

X(H). (7) We denote by Su the set of all elements of H, the restriction of

which to M is a multiple of w. We have X G Su. Let A be the set of all class

minus one elements of the dual of the extension, by the circle group, of K

(Ka, say), corresponding to the obstruction class of to'. Then there is a Borel

isomorphism cp: A -» Su, such that Acp(r) «■ cp(x'(b)r), where x'(b) is equal to

X(b) lifted to Ka (b E T, r E A). (8) We can write Ka as D X Ax X A2, where

D is semisimple, Ax is an extension of a vector group by the circle group, such

that dim(.4,) = 1, and A2 is a vector group. Accordingly, x'(b) (b E T) can

be written as 1 X Xi(A) X Xi(b)- The map b -> Xi(b) is a morphism of T into

X(AX) and we have Tx 3 b if and only if xi(b) is the unit character proving

that rA is connected.   Q.E.D.
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We recall that any Lie algebra g admits a unique maximal semisimple ideal,

<S say, which is a direct factor. We shall say that g has no semisimple factors

(g = n.s.f.) if @ = 0. Let r be the radical of g. We note that the preceding

condition is fulfilled if and only if the centralizer of r in g is equal to the

center of r. We recall that if g is solvable its roots, by definition, are the

complex-valued linear forms corresponding to the irreducible quotient mod-

ules of its adjoint representation, g is said to be of type R (g = (/?)) if its roots

are purely imaginary.

The following reasoning is partly inspired by [12] (cf. proof of Theorem 3.1,

p. 744) and [2, pp. 171-172], and has points in common with [14] (cf. proofs

of Propositions 2.1-2.3 loc. cit.). Parts of the subsequent arguments will be

used also in the proof of Lemma 24.

Lemma 23. Suppose that g has no semisimple factors. Putting G - exp(g)

assume also that any irreducible normal representation of G is CCR (cf. 1.1).

Then the radical r ofais of type R and g/r is compact.

Proof. If our claim fails to be correct, then either (A) r is not of type R, or

(B) r is of type R but g/r is not compact. In each of these cases we shall

exhibit a type I factor group of G which is not CCR. Then a contradiction

will be obtained by recalling that for a type I group any irreducible represen-

tation is normal (cf. [6, 9.1, Théorème, (ii) => (iv), p. 168]).

Ad(A)(a) First we show the existence of a factor algebra f of g such that its

radical is not of type R, but its nilradical is a minimal ideal. (1) We recall that

if n is nilpotent and the direct sum of a subspace o c n and of [n, n], then a

generates n. Now let n be the nilradical of g. We conclude from our

observation that the radical of g/[n, n] is not of type R, and that its nilradical

is equal to n/[n, n]. Therefore we can assume from the beginning that n is an

abelian r module. (2) Let 'S be the set of all roots of r. Then n is a direct sum

2y6g:nY, where ny is a y pure r module (cf. [3, p. 41 and (12), p. 127]). We

also recall that ny is a g ideal (cf. loc. cit., Proposition 1, p. 41). Suppose that

a is not purely imaginary. Then putting m = 2y;?tany and dividing through m

we can assume that r has only one nonzero root and is not of type R. (3) This

being so, n is a direct sum n,, + na, where n0 is the largest subspace of n, on

which ad(r) is nilpotent. n0 is a g ideal, and by forming the corresponding

quotient we can assume that r i* (R) and n is a pure. (4) Finally let m be a

maximal proper g ideal in n. Dividing through it we obtain a factor algebra f

of our starting algebra g having all the properties listed at the start of (a). For

later use observe that f can be obtained by taking the quotient of g according

to an ideal contained in the radical.

(b) Putting F = exp(f) (A.4) we claim that F is of type I. In the following,

to simplify our notations we shall write f = (a) if f is isomorphic to an
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algebraic Lie algebra of endomorphisms. We recall that this is the case if and

only if the radical of f admits the said property. Let r be the radical, n the

nilradical of f and a = ax + ia2 the only nonzero root of r. We distinguish

three possibilities: (1) a, and a2 are linearly independent, (2) a2 = 0, (3)

o, = ca2, Cv^O. Observe that, since n is a minimal g ideal, the restriction of

ad(r) to n is composed of semisimple endomorphisms. Hence in cases (1) and

(2) we clearly have r = (a), and thus f = (a) implying that F is of type I (cf.

[7, Proposition, p. 425]). As regards case (3), let b be a Levi section in f. We

write b = b + n *= [f, f] + n and observe that since b = (a), L = exp(b) is a

closed, type I, invariant subgroup in F. By dim(f/b) «■ 1, to prove that F is of

type I it suffices to show that L/F is countably separated. We can assume

that r is a direct sum û + n, where dim(o) «= 1 and [fj, û] = 0. Since n is o

pure and a ^ 0, the center of f is trivial and thus we can identify f with ad(f).

Let 21 be the smallest algebraic Lie algebra of endomorphisms of f containing

û. We have dim(2I) = 2, [91, n] ç n and [31, b] = 0. Therefore Wl = b + 3Í + n

is a Lie algebra containing b as an ideal and m = (a). Let us put m «■ exp(m)

D C? = exp(2I). Then L/M = L/& is countably separated (cf. [19, Theorem,

p. 379]). Hence, for any t G L, &t is locally closed in L (cf. [9, Theorem 1,

(3)=>(1), p. 124]). Let us write A = exp(o) c F. To show that L/F is
countably separated, it is enough to prove that Ft — At is locally closed in L

(cf. loc. cit. (1)=*(3)). As in our previous lemma, let us again set M' =

exp(m) c GL(f), etc. We have a natural homeomorphism between &t = Mr

C L and, respectively, M'/M'T and &'/&!, (cf. loc. cit. (3)=>(6)). Hence, by

Lemma 22 applied to m and b in place of g and b loc. cit., éE'r has finitely

many connected components. Since <£' is isomorphic to the product of the

circle group with the line, A' • c?T' is closed in &'. Therefore Ft = At is closed

in &T and thus locally closed in L.

(c) Next we show that F has an irreducible representation which is not

CCR; as indicated at the start this implies a contradiction with the

assumptions of our lemma. For the following reasoning cf. [12, p. 746]. Let us

put H = exp(b) c F and K = HA ; F is the semidirect product of the closed

subgroups K and N. We denote by Xo the unit character of A'(A'). Since

x¥*(R), there is a x E X(N) and a sequence {an) c A such that {a„x)

converges to Xo in X(N), but anx ¥= Xo in = L 2,...,). We have Fx = Kx •

N, and there is cp G X(FX) such that <p\Kx = 1 and <p\N = x- Let us put

T = indF tf cp; T is an irreducible representation of F but, as we are going to

show, not CCR. To this end we prove that the kernel ker(r) of T, considered

as a representation of C*(F), is not a maximal 2-sided ideal. We have, in fact,

T=a«T=™àia«<i>)>
FxtF

and {ö„cp} converges to the unit character <p0 of X(FX). Putting Z =
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ind^r T/. <po, by virtue of the continuity of induction we conclude that ker(Z)

3 kêr(T) and thus also ker(Z|Ar) D ker(T\N) (cf. e.g. [20, p. 90, top]). But

this is impossible since Z\N is the trivial representation and T\N decomposes

to the orbit FxC Ñ » X(N) and x ^ 1-
Ad(B) We recall that here we assume that r = (R) and g/r is not compact.

We shall now use also the hypothesis that g has no semisimple factors

(g = n.s.f.).

(a) We show first the existence of a factor algebra f of g having the quoted

properties and the nilradical of which is a minimal ideal. (1) By what we saw

in (A)(a)(l), since g — n.s.f., if b is a Levi section, it acts faithfully on

n/[n, n], and thus we can assume from the beginning that n is abelian. (2)

Since g/r is not compact, b contains a subalgebra b, which is isomorphic to

the Lie algebra of all 2 X 2 matrices with real coefficients and trace zero. (3)

There is a finite set § of pairwise inequivalent irreducible representations of b

such that n is a direct sum 2yeS where Vy is a y pure b module. Since n is

abelian, g acts on n as does g/n and hence (cf. [3, Proposition 1, p. 41]) Vy is

a g ideal. (4) Let us suppose that the restriction of a G §, say, to bi is

nontrivial. Dividing by 2y^a Vy we can assume that the action of b on n gives

rise to only one nontrivial irreducible representation, the kernel of which does

not contain bx. (5) Imitating the procedure of (A)(a) we can construct a factor

algebra f with the properties claimed at the start (note that one may have to

divide by a semisimple direct factor). We continue to denote by b a Levi

section and assume that bi C b is as above in (2).

(b) We claim that F = exp(f) is of type I. To this end, as in (A), it is enough

to show that f = (a). Let r and n be, respectively, the radical and nilradical of

f. Since n is minimal, the restriction of ad(r) to n is composed of semisimple

endomorphisms. Also, the only nonzero root of r is purely imaginary. Hence

r = (a) and thus also f = (a).

(c) We show finally that F admits an irreducible unitary representation

which is not CCR. To this end we recall first that there is an / ¥= 0 in bi such

that ad(/)|n has integral eigenvalues (cf. [22, 4.3.10, Proposition, p. 89]). Let

0^/en' be such that //= kl (k > 0, say) and suppose that x G A"(A/)

satisfies dx = if If h(t) = exp(r7), we have lim,_+00A(f)x = Xo (" unit of

X(N)). Let us put H - exp(b), A = exp(o) and K « HA c F; F is the direct

product of the closed subgroups K and N. We have also Fx=* Kx- N, and

there is a <p G X(FX) such that <p\Kx = 1 and <p\N = x- Observing that Fx is

normalized by {h(t); t G R}, we can show, similarly as in (A)(c), that

T = indF ff <p is an irreducible representation which is not CCR.

2.2. Lemma 24. Assume that g has no semisimple factors. Putting G — exp(g)

and denoting by r the radical of g let us consider the following properties, (i) If

O G W(G)/G and dim(O) > 0, then the closure O of O does not contain the
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neutral element of g'; (ii) r is of type R and g/r is compact. We claim that (1)

(i) implies (ii); (2) // (ii) holds and O E q'/G, O is a union of G orbits of the

same dimension; (3) if(i) or (ii) holds, and O E q'/G is open in its closure, then

O is closed.

Proof. Ad(l) If (ii) does not hold, then either (a) g/r is not compact or (b)

r is nor of type R.

(a) We write b for the semisimple algebra g/r and set H ** exp(b). There is

a canonical identification, by aid of the Killing form, between b and b'

considered as H modules. Since g acts as g/r = b on the orthogonal

complement rx of r in g', there is a similar identification between b' and

rx c g'. Therefore, to obtain a contradiction to our assumption it is enough

to show that there is a / G b such that dxm(Hl) > 0 and HI contains the

neutral element of b- Since b is noncompact, it contains a subalgebra b,

isomorphic to the Lie algebra of all 2 X 2 real matrices with trace zero, bi

admits a basis {A, /, k) such that [A, /] = 21, [A, k] =*_-2k and [/, k] = A.

Since exp(fA)/ = exp(2r) • /, we have dim(H!) > 0 and HI contains the origin.

In this fashion it will suffice to prove that / G W(H). Since b is semisimple,

to this end it is enough to exhibit a xi G X((H¡)0) such that a\\ — i(l\bx) (cf.

II.2.1). But this point is settled at once by observing that A|b, = 0 since: (1) /

is a nilpotent element of b; (2) b/ is just the centralizer of / in b.

(b) Now we assume that r *£ (R). By what we saw in the proof of Lemma

23 (cf. loc. cit. (A)(a) end) there is a g ideal r0 in r such that, putting f = q/vq,

the radical of f is not of type R and its nilradical m, say, is minimal. We write

F ** exp(f) and observe that it is enough to establish the existence of a

g E W(F) such that Fg contains the zero element of f. In fact, let A be the

corresponding element in r^" C g'; it is enough then to show that A G W(G).

We denote by n the nilradical of g and put / = A|n. Then nf - n. In fact,

since m is abelian in f, and n/(n n r0) Q m, we have [n, n] c r0. In this

manner A G W(G). We can write f = b + a + m, where b is a Levi section, a

an abelian subalgebra of dimension < 2, and [b, a] = 0. Let us put A **

exp(o). Since the radical of f is not of type R, there is a 0 ^ / G m' such that

Af contains zero. Writing b = b + a, we define g G f' by g|b ** 0, g|m = /.

Since f — bx + mx, the right-hand side being an A invariant direct sum, Ag,

too, contains the neutral element of f. In this manner to complete our proof,

it suffices to establish that g E W(F). Since m is abelian, it is enough to show

the existence of x* G X((Fg)¿) such that dxg = '(g|fg)- Putting B = exp(b)

and M = exp(m), we have F = BM and Ff = B¡M. Since evidently Bf c Fg,

we conclude that Fg =* BfMg and (Fg)Q = (Bf)0 • Mg. This being so, we can

take for Xg the extension of X/Wg to (Fg)0 which is identically one on (2?y)0.

Ad(2) Let S be the connected component of the smallest linear algebraic

group of endomorphisms of g containing Ad(G). By virtue of assumption (ii),
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S is a semidirect product of a compact group with a connected unipotent

group. Hence any orbit, under the contragredient action, of S on g' is closed.

In this fashion, if O = Gg we have O c Sg. Since S contains Ad(G) as an

invariant subgroup, its action on g' preserves G orbits; therefore O is the

union of G orbits of the same dimension.

Ad(3) Let us put again b ■ [g, g] + n, where n is the nilradical of g, and

L m exp(b) (cf. H.2.4). S contains Ad(L) as a closed invariant subgroup such

that S/Ad(L) is abelian. Assume that O = Gg is open in its closure.

Reasoning as in Lemma 15, with S and Ad(L) in place of P and L loc. cit.,

we conclude that Sg/G is a Tx space. But then O = O n Sg = O.   Q.E.D.
We summarize the previous results in

Proposition 3. Suppose that g does not have semisimple factors, and let G be

the corresponding connected and simply connected Lie group. Then the following

properties are equivalent: (i) Prim(G) is a Tx space; (ii) any normal repre-

sentation is generalized completely continuous; (iii) any irreducible normal

representation is completely continuous; (iv) the radical is cocompact and its

roots are purely imaginary; (v) // O is a G orbit of positive dimension in W(G),

its closure does not contain the neutral element of the vector space g\

Proof, (i) => (ii) Our assumption says that any primitive ideal in C*(G) is

maximal. On the other hand, the kernel of any factor representation of C*(G)

is primitive. Hence the desired conclusion follows from Lemma 21. (ii) => (iii)

Trivial, (iii) ==> (iv) Cf. Lemma 23. (iv) => (i) Cf. [14, §4]. (iv)=>(v) This is

clearly implied by Lemma 24.   Q.E.D.

3. As already mentioned (cf. 2.1) any Lie algebra admits a unique repre-

sentation as a direct product of a semisimple algebra and of an n.s.f. algebra

(g, say). We shall call the subgroup, determined by g „ of G = exp(g) (A.4)

the n.s.f. component of the latter. For the definition of i(0) (O E

W(G)/G) cf. II.4.4.

Theorem 2. Suppose that G is a connected and simply connected Lie group

with the Lie algebra g. Then (1) G is CCR if and only if so is its component with

no semisimple factors. (2) Assume that G has no semisimple factors. Then it is

CCR if and only if any G orbit O in W(G) is closed and ¡(0) < +oo.

Proof. Ad(l) Since G is a direct product of its n.s.f. component and of a

connected semisimple group, to prove our point it suffices to recall that any

group of the latter kind is CCR (as follows e.g. from [10, Theorem 5, p. 248]).

Ad(2)(a) We suppose first that G is a CCR group. Then by Proposition 3

((iii) => (iv)), in particular, the radical is cocompact. Since now G is of type I,

we infer from Theorem 1 that any G orbit O in W(G) is locally closed and

that i(0) < + oo. Hence it suffices to show that O is closed. By the quoted
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implication of Proposition 3, the radical of g is also of type R. Thus the

desired conclusion follows from Lemma 24(3).

(b) If any O E W(G)/G is closed and i(0) < +oo, by Proposition 3

((v)=*(iv)) and Theorem 1, G is of type I. If so, any irreducible unitary

representation is normal (cf. [6, 9.1. Théorème, (i)=>(iv), p. 168]). Hence,

invoking again Proposition 3 ((v) => (iii)) we conclude finally that G is CCR.

Q.E.D.

Corollary. Let G be a connected and simply connected solvable Lie group.

Then G is CCR if and only if any G orbit in g' is closed and, for any g G g',

there is x¡ G X(Gg) such that dXg = i(g\Qg).

This follows immediately from Theorem 2 and Corollary II.4.5 by observ-

ing that now W(G) ** q' (cf. II.2.1).

APPENDIX. SOME GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS AND
NOTATTONAL CONVENTIONS

(1) If G is a group acting on a set S,p fixed in S, Gp stands for the stabilizer

of p in G. If G is a Lie group with the Lie algebra g, and if Gp is closed, Qp

stands for the corresponding subalgebra of g. g and its ideals will be

considered as G modules with respect to the adjoint representation and their

duals under the corresponding contragredient action.

(2) Given a unitary representation V, we denote by H(V) the space of

representation. All Hilbert spaces considered are assumed separable. We shall

indicate by U — V the unitary equivalence of the unitary representations U

and V. Often the same symbol will be used for a concrete unitary represen-

tation and its unitary equivalence class. Accordingly, we shall frequently

write U ** V in place of U —< V.
(3) If G is a group, H a subgroup of G, p a representation of H and

a G Aut(G), ap will stand for the representation of a(H) defined by

(ap)(a(x)) = p(x)(xEH).

(4) If g is a Lie algebra, unless otherwise specified, exp(g) will stand for a

corresponding connected and simply connected Lie group. If b is a

subalgebra of g, and some connected Lie group, belonging to g, is specified

by the context, exp(b) denotes its analytic subgroup determined by b.

(5) Given a topological group G, we denote by X(G) the set of all

continuous homomorphisms of G into the circle group. If T is some subgroup

of G, Y(G/T) will stand for the subgroup of elements, trivial on T, oiX(G).

(6) G0 denotes the connected component of the identity in G.

(7) Given a group or algebra A, A* stands for its center.

(8) Given a unitary representation T of some group, R(T) will denote the

von Neumann algebra it generates.
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